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Abstract Interest in stratospheric aerosol and its role in climate have increased over the last decade due to
the observed increase in stratospheric aerosol since 2000 and the potential for changes in the sulfur cycle
induced by climate change. This review provides an overview about the advances in stratospheric aerosol
research since the last comprehensive assessment of stratospheric aerosol was published in 2006. A crucial
development since 2006 is the substantial improvement in the agreement between in situ and space-based
inferences of stratospheric aerosol properties during volcanically quiescent periods. Furthermore, new
measurement systems and techniques, both in situ and space based, have been developed for measuring
physical aerosol properties with greater accuracy and for characterizing aerosol composition. However, these
changes induce challenges to constructing a long-term stratospheric aerosol climatology. Currently, changes in
stratospheric aerosol levels less than 20% cannot be conﬁdently quantiﬁed. The volcanic signals tend to mask
any nonvolcanically driven change, making them difﬁcult to understand. While the role of carbonyl sulﬁde as
a substantial and relatively constant source of stratospheric sulfur has been conﬁrmed by new observations
and model simulations, large uncertainties remain with respect to the contribution from anthropogenic sulfur
dioxide emissions. New evidence has been provided that stratospheric aerosol can also contain small amounts
of nonsulfate matter such as black carbon and organics. Chemistry-climate models have substantially increased
in quantity and sophistication. Inmanymodels the implementation of stratospheric aerosol processes is coupled
to radiation and/or stratospheric chemistry modules to account for relevant feedback processes.
1. Introduction
The presence of primarily aqueous sulfuric acid aerosol in the stratosphere during a period not associated with
volcanic activity was ﬁrst observed by Christian Junge and coworkers [Chagnon and Junge, 1961; Junge and
Manson, 1961]. Rather than being distributed throughout the entire middle atmosphere, the measurements
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showed that stratospheric aerosol occurs in a distinct layer between 15 and 25 km altitude with a peak near
20 km [Junge et al., 1961] that extends over a broad range of latitudes [Hofmann et al., 1975]. Strictly, an
aerosol is deﬁned as a suspension of ﬁne particles in a gas; however, following common usage, we use “aerosol”
to refer to the particle component only [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. In this paper, using aerosol refers to a
population of similarly composed particles, while using aerosols refers to collections of aerosol, in which
composition may vary. The top of the stratospheric aerosol layer is mainly determined by sedimentation
and evaporation of the aerosol due to stratospheric temperatures rising with altitude [Hofmann et al.,
1985]. The base of the aerosol layer is commonly associated with the tropopause since upper tropospheric
aerosol levels are often much lower than in the stratosphere. The stratospheric aerosol layer is often referred
to as the “Junge layer.”
Understanding the processes controlling stratospheric aerosol formation and residence in the stratosphere
is tightly bound to understanding the processes governing sulfur in the stratosphere. Stratospheric sulfur
is found in a variety of gaseous molecules, such as carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and sulfuric
acid (H2SO4), but about 25% of the sulfur resides in sulfuric acid/water (H2SO4-H2O) solution droplets
[SPARC, 2006]. This solution dominates the composition of stratospheric aerosol, supplemented by smaller
amounts of meteoritic and other nonsulfate material. While a contribution from anthropogenic SO2 emissions
has been intensely debated since the early 1990s, the stratospheric sulfur and aerosol budget are clearly
dominated by natural sources, such as direct volcanic injections of large amounts of SO2 and aerosols, which
stand out as the largest source over the past decades.
The primary factor controlling stratospheric aerosol variability is episodic but powerful volcanic eruptions
injecting sulfur directly into the lower stratosphere. That volcanically derived aerosols have global effects
was ﬁrst noted in the worldwide observation of optical phenomena after the 1883 eruption of Krakatau
[Simkin and Fiske, 1983]. Tambora, an earlier cataclysmic eruption, is believed to have caused “the year with-
out summer” in 1816. The Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991 increased the stratospheric sulfur burden by as
much as a factor of 60 above nonvolcanic levels, with the levels remaining elevated by a factor of 10 well into
1993 [McCormick et al., 1995]. After the eruption of Pinatubo it was ﬁrst hypothesized [Hansen et al., 1992] and
later demonstrated in climate records [Robock and Mao, 1995] that the impact of strong volcanic eruptions on
surface temperature is a cooling on the order of a few tenths of a degree Celsius. Recently, it was further
shown that the stratospheric aerosol layer is also modulated by weaker eruptions, and that these modula-
tions have had a small but signiﬁcant impact on global surface temperatures [Solomon et al., 2011].
SPARC (Stratosphere-troposphere Processes And their Role in Climate), a core project of the World Climate
Research Programme, published the Assessment of Stratospheric Aerosol Properties in 2006 [SPARC, 2006],
which summarized the state of knowledge of stratospheric aerosol, their primary sulfurous precursors,
and the scientiﬁc advancements in making atmospheric measurements and modeling. Perhaps, the most
enduring outcome of this effort was bringing together the in situ, ground-based, and space-based aerosol
measurement community with the climate modeling community. This joint community has endured and is
now organized as the SPARC Stratospheric Sulfur and its Role in Climate (SSiRC) activity.
One outcome of the collaboration between these communities is the creation of global stratospheric aerosol
climatology of optical and other bulk properties such as aerosol surface area density (SAD, which is the total
surface area of aerosol in a unit volume of air) for the period from 1979 to 2002, which is currently extended
to span 1960 to 2011. This data set remains, with further developments, to be a crucial forcing input to many
chemistry-climate model initiatives and coupled model intercomparison projects. A signiﬁcant challenge to
the creation of the stratospheric aerosol climatology was the ﬁnding that, during nonvolcanic periods, the
extinction coefﬁcients calculated from in situ measurements are systematically lower by more than a factor
of 2 relative to space-based measurements, and that SAD calculations from space-based measurements were
often lower by a similar factor compared to in situ observations [SPARC, 2006]. With no mechanism to under-
stand these discrepancies, the climatology produced manifested these uncertainties [SPARC, 2006]. Another
effort was to understand trends in stratospheric aerosol, away from volcanic inﬂuences, by using instrument-
based measurements, as opposed to a derived aerosol property like aerosol mass, from a number of ground,
balloon, and space-based platforms. Despite limited periods without volcanic inﬂuence, the analysis of non-
volcanic stratospheric aerosol indicated that there was no long-term trend in background (nonvolcanic)
aerosol levels.
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A signiﬁcant part of the SPARC [2006] report was conducting thorough comparisons of a number of chemistry-
climate models and aerosol observations by a number of in situ and space-based instruments. For instance,
model simulations and satellite observations of aerosol extinction coefﬁcient after major volcanic eruptions
agreed fairly well for visible wavelengths but not in the infrared. In this paper, we will refer to “major volcanic
eruptions” as volcanic eruptions that inject more than 1 Tg of sulfur into the stratosphere, such as the eruption
of El Chichón in 1982 or Mount Pinatubo in 1991. Model results showed some other deﬁciencies such as the
inability to reproduce the vertical distribution of aerosol between 17 and 20 km altitude. To some extent, the
quality of these comparisons was hampered by the limited availability of measurements of key precursors like
OCS, SO2, and primary aerosol; aerosol formed in the troposphere and transported into the stratosphere. This
was particularly true for SO2, where the lack of SO2 measurements in the upper troposphere and stratosphere
hindered the understanding of the role of human activities on stratospheric aerosol. While there was speculation
that SO2 from global emissions and, in particular, those from developing countries in low latitudes, such as
China, could be inﬂuencing stratospheric aerosol levels, evidence for this SO2 presence in the upper troposphere
and its subsequent transport across the tropical tropopause was lacking. While the model simulations exhibited
their own deﬁciencies in aerosol morphology, they tended to support the concept that the space-based data
sets of SAD underestimated aerosol surface area density in the lower stratosphere during low aerosol loading
periods. In general, disagreements between the various data sets and model simulations indicated that signiﬁ-
cant questions remain regarding the ability to characterize stratospheric aerosol during volcanically quiescent
periods, in particular, in the lower stratosphere.
Over the past decade, there has been considerable progress in addressing some of the unanswered science
questions indicated in the key ﬁndings of the SPARC [2006] report. The scientiﬁc progress that has been
achieved since 2006 is the foundation of this review, along with identifying the outstanding questions related
to stratospheric aerosol.
An interest has developed for the purposeful modiﬁcation of the stratospheric aerosol layer for solar radiation
management, often referred to as geoengineering. This topic is not covered in this review as there are a signiﬁ-
cant number of recent modeling studies exploring the possibility of solar radiation management by artiﬁcially
enhancing the amount of stratospheric aerosol [e.g., English et al., 2012; Niemeier and Timmreck, 2015].
Furthermore, stratospheric aerosol and thus indirectly sulfur play a signiﬁcant role in the global stratosphere
by hosting heterogeneous chemical reactions with profound consequences for the midlatitude ozone layer
[Fahey et al., 1993; Mills et al., 1993]. In the high-latitude cold winter stratosphere the H2SO4-H2O droplets will
grow into liquid and solid polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) particles and host rapid chlorine activating reactions.
While these processes are important and related to aerosol, this review does not address the speciﬁcs of the role
of stratospheric aerosol in the chemical processes of the stratosphere and the impact of stratospheric aerosol on
PSCs as there is a project underway to complete a separate review of PSCs under the auspices of SPARC.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview about the dynamical, chemical, and micro-
physical processes that are relevant to stratospheric aerosol. The volcanic and nonvolcanic sources of strato-
spheric aerosol will be discussed in section 3. A short summary and the latest advancements in atmospheric
in situ, ground-based, and satellite-basedmeasurements will be presented in section 4 followed by an overview
about the observed changed in stratospheric aerosol (section 5). Section 6 addresses the latest developments in
modeling stratospheric aerosol and its impact on climate with state-of-the-art climate models. The highlights
in stratospheric aerosol research and main advances since the latest stratospheric aerosol assessments are
summarized in section 7, the conclusions of this paper.
2. Overview of the Processes Relevant to Stratospheric Aerosol
The life cycle and aerosol distribution in the stratosphere is governed by a complex interplay of (i) atmospheric
transport, including troposphere to stratosphere exchange through direct injections such as volcanic eruptions
and transport of tropospheric precursor gases across the tropical tropopause layer (TTL), and stratospheric
transport through the large-scale Brewer-Dobson Circulation (BDC) and (ii) chemistry andmicrophysics, including
aerosol formation, growth, and removal, through sedimentation and in air traversing the extratropical tropo-
pause. An overview of these processes is given below, followed by more detailed descriptions on how various
source gases and processes contribute to stratospheric aerosol (section 3). Figure 1 illustrates the relevant
processes that govern the life cycle and distribution of stratospheric aerosol.
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2.1. Atmospheric Transport
Apart from volcanic eruptions that directly inject sulfur into the stratosphere, precursors of stratospheric aerosol
enter the stratosphere from the troposphere through three distinct pathways: (i) quasi-isentropic transport
from the TTL into the extratropical lowermost stratosphere, (ii) cross-isentropic transport from the TTL into
the tropical stratosphere by slow radiatively driven ascent, and (iii) direct injection of air into the stratosphere
by exceptional overshooting convection that sometimes crosses the tropopause in the tropics (not shown in
Figure 1).
For (i) and (ii) the TTL is themajor source region of air. The tropical tropospheric circulation is a balance between
localized diabatic upward transport predominantly in moist convection and large-scale radiative subsidence.
The transition from the tropospheric large-scale radiative subsidence to dynamically and/or radiatively forced
large-scale ascent occurs some distance, about 2 km, or 30 K in potential temperature, below the tropical
cold point tropopause [Folkins et al., 1999; Fueglistaler et al., 2009], the temperature minimum between the
Figure 1. Schematic of the relevant processes that govern the stratospheric aerosol life cycle and distribution. The large blue arrows indicate the large-scale circula-
tion, while the red arrows indicate transport processes. The black arrows indicate chemical conversions between compounds. The different chemical species are
marked as either gas phase (grey triangle) or aqueous phase (blue drop). The blue thin arrows represent sedimentation of aerosol from the stratosphere to the
troposphere. Note that due to its long tropospheric lifetime, carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS) does not necessarily require deep convection to be transported into the TTL (as
shown in the ﬁgure). The red numbers represent the ﬂux of OCS and sulfur dioxide (SO2) as well as the ﬂux of aerosol in Gg S/yr based on model simulations from
Sheng et al. [2015]. The approximate net ﬂux of sulfur containing compounds across the tropopause is shown in the grey box [Sheng et al., 2015], where the 10 Gg S/yr
contribution from “others” can be mostly attributed to dimethyl sulﬁde (DMS) and hydrogen sulﬁde (H2S). Other chemical compounds shown in this ﬁgure are
carbon disulﬁde (CS2), sulfuric acid (H2SO4), and black carbon (BC). The sulfur chemistry is described in more detail in section 2, while the role and importance of the
sulfur compounds in maintaining the stratospheric aerosol layer are described in more detail in section 3.
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troposphere and stratosphere. Consequently, to reach the stratosphere, air in moist convection must cross
the level of “zero net radiative heating” (Qrad = 0), located at about 15.5 km [Folkins et al., 1999]. Air detraining
from deep convection above the Qrad = 0 level experiences further diabatic ascent, and those air masses that
remain within the tropics whereQrad> 0 can enter the stratosphere (Figure 1). The subsequent cross-isentropic
ascent is slow, and it may take weeks tomonths to cross the cold point tropopause. Heterogeneity in radiatively
active trace constituents (mainly water vapor and clouds) induces heterogeneity in radiative heating rates
which in turn leads to dispersion [Tzella and Legras, 2011; Bergman et al., 2012a], and the Eulerian climatological
mean Qrad = 0 level is primarily useful as a concept rather than as a unique physical locale. For a more detailed
discussion see the review by Fueglistaler et al. [2009].
During the slow cross-isentropic ascent of air in the tropics to the cold point tropopause the temperature
decreases. The corresponding decrease in water vapor saturation mixing ratio allows ongoing dehydration
and concomitant washout of soluble species, while insoluble or weakly soluble species can reach the strato-
sphere with little loss. In contrast, very deep convection can transport cloudy air from the troposphere to
above the cold point tropopause in a very short time, and consequently detrained air and associated aerosol
and aerosol precursors are not washed out while ascending into the stratosphere. While overshooting convec-
tion is thought to be highly efﬁcient locally in supplying tropospheric air to the stratosphere, its importance
relative to the radiatively balanced slow ascent remains poorly quantiﬁed. Satellite observations by the
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) showed very low aerosol loading up to 20 kmduring
the Southern Hemisphere convective season, suggesting efﬁcient transport of clean tropospheric air in the
southern tropics up to and above the tropopause, affecting aerosol concentrations up to the lower stratosphere
[Vernier et al., 2011a]. Sparse in situ tracer measurements [Corti, 2008], and studies with cloud-resolving numer-
ical models [Jensen et al., 2007; Chemel et al., 2009; Hassim and Lane, 2010; Frey et al., 2015], show that very
intense convection may indeed penetrate the tropical tropopause into the lower stratosphere, but reliable
upscaling from individual storms to the entire tropics remains unsolved.
The pronounced zonal asymmetry of tropical tropospheric dynamics, convection, and tropopause temperatures
illustrate the distinct, seasonally varying geographic patterns of transport into the stratosphere. For water vapor
and sulfur/aerosol-related species that are subject to washout, the characteristics of the most recent dehydra-
tion event of air entering the stratosphere are more relevant than the properties of the conventionally deﬁned
tropopause (lapse rate or cold point). The “Lagrangian Cold Point” (LCP) [Fueglistaler et al., 2005]—the point
where an air mass experiences the lowest temperature during ascent into the stratosphere—is a useful ideali-
zation of the point of last dehydration. Figure 2 shows the density distribution of the LCPs and the relative con-
tribution to stratospheric water vapor for a Northern Hemispheric winter and a Northern Hemispheric summer.
The key pathways that determine the stratospheric composition are through the Asian Monsoon Circulation in
Northern Hemispheric summer (also clearly seen in trace gas observations [Randel et al., 2010]) and through
Figure 2. (top row) The density of “Lagrangian Cold Points” (LCPs) acquired by air parcels in a Lagrangian calculation, expressed by the fractional contribution to stratospheric
water vapor from different geographical areas (percentage contribution per individual 10° × 5° grid box). (bottom row) The longitudinal distribution of the water vapor entry,
i.e., the values from the upper panels integrated over latitude. (left column) Typical Northern Hemispheric summer (1996). (right column) Typical Northern Hemispheric
winter (1995/1996). Red circles highlight the key region for transport into the stratosphere in summer and winter. (Figure is adapted from Kremser et al. [2009]).
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convection followed by radiatively driven ascent above theWest Paciﬁc warm pool and themaritime continent
in Northern Hemispheric winter [Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Bergman et al., 2012a].
The Asian monsoon has attracted much attention due to the north-west shift of the upper level circulation in
the TTL relative to the centers of deep convection, where air may cross the Qrad = 0 level taking air away from
the convective region where photochemical reaction along the transport of air masses may occur [Park et al.,
2008; Devasthale and Fueglistaler, 2010; Randel et al., 2010; Bergman et al., 2012a]. The upper level circulation
of the Asian monsoon has also attracted much interest because of its role in quasi-isentropic exchange
between the extratropical lower stratosphere and the TTL [Konopka et al., 2009; Abalos et al., 2013; Ploeger
et al., 2013]. This quasi-horizontal exchange takes place via mixing processes in the vicinity of the subtropical
jets. While horizontal transport takes placemostly at the ﬂanks of the circulation, the air inside the anticyclone
has been found to be strongly isolated and of mainly tropospheric composition due to the convective out-
ﬂow from below [Park et al., 2008]. It is believed that a signiﬁcant fraction of this isolated air eventually ends
up in the stratosphere [Bergman et al., 2012a]. Hence, the Asian monsoon anticyclone has been identiﬁed as a
transport pathway for pollution from Asia to enter the stratosphere [Randel et al., 2010]. Recent transport
modeling studies conﬁrm this statement and show that emissions from Asia have an impact on the composi-
tion of the lower stratospheric air masses of the Northern Hemisphere [Vogel et al., 2015]. This idea is also sup-
ported by recent observations of an enhanced aerosol layer in the Asian Monsoon anticyclone (see section 5)
within a few kilometers of the tropopause [Vernier et al., 2011c]. However, direct observation of this material
entering the stratosphere is still missing.
In the stratosphere, strong zonal winds lead to fast homogenization of aerosols and tracers in the zonal direction,
while vertical and meridional transport is controlled by the BDC [Holton et al., 1995; Butchart, 2014]. The BDC
results from the breaking of upward propagating waves in the stratosphere that lead to a diabatic residual
circulation [Holton, 2004]. The residual circulation is characterized by ascent over the tropics, poleward
motion in the extratropics, and subsidence over the high latitudes, in particular over the winter polar vortex,
and two-way quasi-horizontal mixing (or “stirring”) over the extratropics, also referred to as the “stratospheric
surf zone” [McIntyre and Palmer, 1983]. Both the mean residual circulation and meridional mixing control the
transport of aerosols and tracers [Shepherd, 2002] and the stratospheric “age of air” [Waugh and Hall, 2002].
While meridional transport is relatively efﬁcient within the TTL, above the TTL (from about 70 hPa, 18.5 km,
upward) meridional mixing between the tropics and extratropics is suppressed, prompting the notion of a
“tropical pipe” [Plumb, 1996] or, considering limited exchange with the extratropics, a “tropical leaky pipe”
[Neu and Plumb, 1999]. The BDC is often further separated into a “shallow branch” up to about 70 hPa,
which is active year round in the lower tropical/subtropical stratosphere of both hemispheres, and a weaker
“deep branch” above 70hPa, which occurs in the extratropical middle stratosphere in the winter hemisphere
[Plumb, 2002]. Transport of aerosols and tracers out of the tropics depends also on the quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO) [Baldwin et al., 2001], with stronger poleward transport occurring during the westerly phase of the
oscillation [Jäger, 2005].
As a result of the slow diabatic ascent over low latitudes and diabatic descent over the high latitudes, air entering
the stratosphere at low latitudes in the ascending branch of the BDC may remain in the stratosphere for years,
whereas air entering the stratosphere in quasi-isentropic transport from the tropical upper troposphere into
the extratropical lowermost stratosphere subsides back to the troposphere within months [Holton et al., 1995].
Consequently, aerosols injected into the stratosphere by volcanoes over the midlatitude and high latitude
generally remain in the hemisphere of the eruption and return to the troposphere within months (see also
section 3.1.1). Aerosols injected into the tropical stratosphere above about 20 km, as, for example, by the erup-
tions of El Chichón (1983) and Pinatubo (1991), remain in the stratosphere for years and are eventually spread
over both hemispheres [Robock, 2000].
Using stratospheric aerosol as a tracer of atmospheric dynamics, for example, the circulation patterns related
to the QBO and the BDC, is complicated by sedimentation, particularly of ash and other large particles, and by
evaporation (section 2.3). During the easterly phase of the QBO, aerosols have been observed to be conﬁned
around the equator and transported vertically as high as 35 km, while, during the westerly phase, meridional
transport leads to a broadening of the tropical pipe in latitude while simultaneously producing the subtropical
“horns” reported by Trepte and Hitchman [1992]. Ascent of volcanic plumes following several eruptions
(e.g., Soufriere Hills in May 2006, Nabro in June 2011, Kelud in February 2014) from the lower tropical to middle
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tropical stratosphere can also be used to derive mean diabatic ascent of the BDC [Vernier et al., 2009; Fairlie
et al., 2014]. In the polar regions, diabatic subsidence occurring within the relatively isolated winter vortex is
reﬂected in the very low aerosol levels observed relative to the air outside the vortex boundary [Thomason
and Poole, 1993].
2.2. Sulfur Chemistry
Since sulfur can exist with oxidation states from2 to +6 [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006] it can form a wide variety
of organic and inorganic sulfur compounds. The primary atmospheric sulfur species and conversion reactions
that lead to the formation of the gaseous precursor of stratospheric sulfate aerosols, namely, sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), are shown in Figure 3. Chemical conversions in the oxidizing Earth’s atmosphere normally occur only
from lower to higher oxidation states, with the exception of photodissociation reactions of oxidized sulfur
compounds. Therefore, any sulfur compounds that are released into the atmosphere from surface sources
and not taken up by surface sinks will ultimately be converted to H2SO4, which is typically condensed to aero-
sol in the presence of water vapor. In the troposphere, this sulfate aerosol is efﬁciently removed by wet and
dry deposition. It is important to note that the sulfur cycle cannot be closed by atmospheric processes alone.
Sulfur is used by living organisms either as fuel or as oxidizing agent in their metabolisms and as a structural
component in living cells. Furthermore, biochemical reactions largely balance the atmospheric oxidation and
close the global biogeochemical sulfur cycle. Without this, reduced sulfur compounds, i.e., sulfur compounds
where sulfur has an oxidation state of 2, as opposed to oxidized compounds such as SO2 or H2SO4, would
not be present in the atmosphere in substantial amounts that are observed, and little sulfur would reach the
stratosphere, except during large volcanic eruptions. This biological control on the nonvolcanic sulfur cycling
can lead to complex feedback mechanisms when changes in climate induce changes to ecosystems.
In the atmosphere, most reduced sulfur compounds readily react with the hydroxyl radical (OH). Consequently,
their chemical lifetimes are short, i.e., on the order of a few days or less and, thus, much shorter than the time
it typically takes to transport air into the stratosphere. Many reactions are either much faster or much slower
Figure 3. Primary atmospheric sulfur species and conversion reactions in gas (left part) and aqueous phase (right part). Grey
arrows represent conversions mainly relevant in the troposphere, while black arrows indicate mainly stratospheric reactions.
Important reactions are highlighted in bold. Several conversions involve multistep reactions (dashed) with intermediate
products, which are not shown here. The color coding shows the oxidation state of the different sulfur compounds. Sulfur
dioxide (SO2) can dissolve in cloud, fog or rain droplets, and moist aerosols, where S(+4) (= SO2H2O½  þ HSO3
  þ SO23
 
)
can be oxidized by various substances to S(+6) (= H2SO4H2O½  þ HSO4
 þ SO24
 
). Other chemical compounds shown
in this ﬁgure are carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS), carbon disulﬁde (CS2), dimethyl sulﬁde (DMS), hydrogen sulﬁde (H2S), hydroxyl
(OH), ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydrogen sulﬁte (HSO3), and sulfuric acid (H2SO4). For more information on
the chemical reaction see section 2.2.
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than the transport to the stratosphere in the relevant transport regime, and uncertainties on the reaction
rates are not critical for our ability to model stratospheric sulfate.
Below, we will brieﬂy review those reactions and respective rate constants that are most critical in the context
of sulfur transport to, and cycling in, the stratosphere. More complete descriptions of atmospheric sulfur
chemistry can be found in English et al. [2011] and Sheng et al. [2015]. Recommended rate constants for all
known sulfur reactions can be found in Sander et al. [2011].
The conversion from SO2 to H2SO4 can proceed via different routes, and the conversion rate strongly
depends on the prevailing conditions (Figure 3). In the free troposphere and lower stratosphere, reaction
of SO2 with OH dominates. The rate coefﬁcient for this reaction recommended by Sander et al. [2011] has
not changed recently. With a given 1σ uncertainty of less than 30% at atmospheric temperatures, the SO2
conversion rate can be reasonably well constrained if OH concentrations are sufﬁciently well known.
Typical SO2 lifetimes are on the order of days to weeks [Rex et al., 2014], with longer lifetimes of several weeks
prevailing in the dry lower stratosphere where OH concentrations are low.
For the stratospheric sulfur budget, changes in OH concentrations within the TTL are of special interest as
they can affect the SO2 ﬂux into the stratosphere. So far, there is little consensus about the spatial and temporal
variability of OH concentrations, as measurements are limited andmodels show a substantial diversity in terms
of simulated OH levels, spatial distributions, and calculated trends [Naik et al., 2013; Voulgarakis et al., 2013].
Furthermore, a study by Park et al. [2010] suggests that OH concentrations in the TTL are around 2 times higher
(about 2× 106 molecules/cm3) than simulated by current state-of-the-art models. Rex et al. [2014] showed that
OH concentrations may be substantially lower in the tropical West Paciﬁc, compared to the tropical average,
making transport of any SO2 emitted in this region to the stratosphere more likely.
In the boundary layer, SO2 lifetimes can be quite short under polluted conditions, for example, 19±7h in summer
and 58±20h in winter in the eastern USA [Lee et al., 2011]. This limits the amount of SO2 from anthropogenic
emissions being transported to the free troposphere or higher. Furthermore, uptake into cloud droplets leads to
a much faster conversion of SO2 to H2SO4 than in the gas phase. There are several pathways for SO2 oxidation
in aqueous phase by reaction with ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), oxygen (O2) (catalyzed by iron, Fe(III),
Manganese, Mn(II)), and others, with the conversion rates for O3 and O2 being strongly pH dependent [Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006]. In the presence of clouds, the tropospheric lifetime of SO2 is reduced to days or even hours
[Lelieveld, 1993].
Aerosol loads and concentrations of reactive chemicals can be strongly enhanced in volcanic plumes, leading to
a very special chemistry [von Glasow, 2010]. SO2 loss rates depend on both atmospheric and plume conditions,
and lifetimes have been found to range from a few minutes to several weeks [Oppenheimer et al., 1998, and
references therein]. More recently, Krotkov et al. [2010] derived a lower limit of 8–9days for the SO2 lifetime
inside the 2008 Kasatochi plume from SO2 burdens obtained from measurements by the Ozone Monitoring
Instrument (OMI), and Beirle et al. [2014] derived an effective SO2 lifetime of 1–2 days from SO2 column den-
sities observed by the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) in evolving plumes from the Kilauea
volcano. Oppenheimer et al. [1998] pointed out that the SO2 conversion to aerosol can be particularly fast
inside convective eruption columns, which can have a direct impact on the amount of sulfur reaching the
stratosphere. These results also suggest that space-based measurements of SO2 by the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and other instruments could potentially underestimate the total sulfur injec-
tion into the stratosphere following a major eruption as this fast conversion of SO2 to aerosol does not neces-
sarily imply that the sulfur is lost and does not reach the stratosphere.
Sheng et al. [2015], using kinetic and photochemical rate parameters from Sander et al. [2011], reported that
OCS is primarily converted to SO2 through photodissociation (about 80%) in the stratosphere, and reactions
with O and OH account for 17% and 3% of that conversion. OCS photodissociation occurs exclusively in the
UV, and the photolysis rate increases with altitude [Chin and Davis, 1995]. The largest fraction of OCS is con-
verted in the tropics above 25 km altitude, where Höpfner et al. [2013] ﬁnd a maximum in SO2 that they
ascribe to production from OCS photolysis.
Above 35 km, H2SO4 photolysis produces SO2. The rate of this photochemical reaction has long been under-
estimated. At the beginning UV photolysis was postulated as source for SO2 in the upper stratosphere
and mesosphere [Rinsland et al., 1995; Mills et al., 1999] but subsequently ruled out by studies reporting
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insufﬁcient UV absorption cross sections [Burkholder et al., 2000; Hintze et al., 2003; Robinson et al., 2003].
Vaida et al. [2003] postulated that the excitation of vibrational overtones by visible and near-infrared light
leads to photolysis of H2SO4, producing sulfur trioxide (SO3) and H2O. The estimated photolysis rates were
sufﬁcient to explain the observed SO2 concentrations above the aerosol layer [Mills et al., 2005a, 2005b].
Those photolysis rates were updated by Feierabend et al. [2006] using new cross sections, and by Miller
et al. [2007] using an altitude-dependent quantum yield. More recently, Lane and Kjaergaard [2008] reinves-
tigated the photodissociation of H2SO4 including the absorption of Lyman α photons. Absorption in the
Lyman α region seems to be important above 70 km, while at lower altitudes H2SO4 photolysis is likely to
proceed via the absorption of visible light. UV absorption is unlikely to play a signiﬁcant role [Lane and
Kjaergaard, 2008].
2.3. Aerosol Microphysical Processes
There are several aerosol microphysical processes that govern the total aerosol number concentration and
size distribution. These processes also inﬂuence the lifetime and composition of atmospheric aerosols. For
the stratosphere, the large number of processes can be reduced to ﬁve major processes: nucleation, coagula-
tion, condensation, evaporation, and sedimentation. As a detailed description of these processes can be
found in, for example, Seinfeld and Pandis [2006], only a brief description is provided below.
2.3.1. Nucleation
The H2SO4 vapor partial pressure in the stratosphere is generally supersaturated, and as a result gaseous
H2SO4 quickly condenses. Water vapor is always relatively abundant; and therefore, co-condensation of
H2SO4 and water is the preferred process [Hamill et al., 1990; Curtius et al., 2005] generally forming new aero-
sols via binary homogeneous nucleation, which is well established in the literature [e.g., Vehkamäki et al.,
2002]. Low temperatures, low particle surface areas, and high relative humidities are ideal conditions for bin-
ary homogeneous nucleation. Moreover, the onset of gas to liquid heterogeneous nucleation may occur at
much lower saturation ratios in the presence of condensation nuclei such as ions or meteoritic smoke parti-
cles [Merikanto et al., 2007]. The impact of nonsulfate materials on the formation of stratospheric aerosol on a
global scale is not well understood to date. The main nucleation regions for stratospheric aerosol are the TTL
[Brock et al., 1995], in particular the lower TTL [Weigel et al., 2011] and the polar middle stratosphere [Campbell
et al., 2014].
2.3.2. Coagulation and Condensation
Once new aerosols are formed, they can then further grow through coagulation and condensation.
Coagulation is the process of aerosols at various sizes and composition colliding with each other and combin-
ing into a single larger particle. Coagulation is therefore mainly dependent on aerosol number concentration.
The uptake of water and H2SO4 (condensational growth) is mainly controlled by the H2SO4 uptake and
thereby H2SO4 concentrations and, thus, by the thermodynamic properties of H2SO4 and ambient tempera-
tures. While nucleation of new particles and coagulation occur over a short time period [Deshler, 2008] and at
high number concentrations, condensational growth (and evaporation) can occur during most of the strato-
spheric aerosol lifetime. Growth of larger particles is much slower, and the coagulation rate of larger particles
is reduced because of their slower random motion [Jacob, 1999]. The growth rate of freshly nucleated parti-
cles in the stratosphere is not captured well by measurements. A comparison of model simulations with air-
borne aerosol measurements suggests growth rates on the order of 0.1 nmh1 [Lee et al., 2011] similar to
those found in the polar atmospheric boundary layer [Kulmala et al., 2004]. Furthermore, in situ measure-
ments of organic particulate matter [Friberg et al., 2014;Murphy et al., 2014] suggest that at least in the lower
stratosphere organics play a role in particle growth. Model simulations by English et al. [2011] suggest that
coagulation, and not nucleation, controls the number concentration of particles with a radius larger than
10 nm. Their results also indicate that the effect of Van der Waals forces on coagulation needs to be included
in coagulation schemes to realistically simulate the aerosol concentrations in the upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere (UTLS), a region of the atmosphere that can be broadly deﬁned as the region ±5 km around
the tropopause [Gettelman et al., 2011].
2.3.3. Evaporation and Sedimentation
The stratospheric aerosol spatial distribution in the form of a distinct aerosol layer is partly due to the micro-
physical processes of evaporation and sedimentation (gravitational settling). In the stratosphere, evaporation
repartitions sulfur between the particulate and the gas phase, whereas sedimentation irreversibly redistri-
butes sulfur downward and, to some degree, leads to its transport and therefore loss to the troposphere.
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For instance, aerosols in the tropical stratosphere are transported upward by the BDC (section 2.1). Within this
uplift, there is size segregation as larger aerosols with appreciable terminal velocities (proportional to the
radius squared) move upward either more slowly or downward if they are sufﬁciently large. Thus, strato-
spheric aerosols are typically small particles with a radius below 0.2μm during periods that are unaffected
by volcanic eruptions [SPARC, 2006]. If the aerosol moves into a warmer environment, such as above approxi-
mately 32–35 km altitude, the aerosol evaporates. As a result, virtually all sulfur resides in the gas phase in this
altitude region and aerosol concentrations decrease rapidly close to this altitude. Therefore, ground-based
and satellite-based lidar measurements often base their calibrations on this relatively aerosol-free region
[Vernier et al., 2009]. The new gas phase sulfur is eventually transported to high latitudes where, in the down-
ward branch of BDC, it encounters lower temperatures favorable for recondensation to sulfate aerosols. The
large-scale transport and isentropic mixing of aerosols together with nucleation/condensation and sedimen-
tation result in a quasi-steady relative maximum in particle number concentration at around 20 km (Junge
layer), depending on latitude [Deshler, 2008].
Aerosol in the vicinity of the tropopause can be transported into the troposphere by a variety of mechan-
isms including directly by sedimentation of large aerosol. Sedimentation is a particularly important strato-
spheric loss mechanism in the aftermath of a major eruption like Pinatubo and a critical element of
the vertical distribution of sulfur throughout the stratosphere. As a result, it is vitally important that
chemistry-climate models (section 6) accurately model the size and growth processes of aerosol and
account for nonconservative transport of aerosol to reproduce the observed distributions of aerosol and
sulfur throughout the stratosphere.
3. Sources of Stratospheric Aerosols
Stratospheric aerosol originates from the input of aerosol and precursor gases into the stratosphere (Figure 1).
The aerosol layer is maintained by precursor gases such as OCS [Crutzen, 1976] and nonvolcanic SO2 as well as
tropospheric sulfate particles [Brock et al., 1995] that enter the stratosphere predominantly by vertical trans-
port through the TTL [Fueglistaler et al., 2009]. During ascent of air masses through the TTL a large fraction
of aerosol and soluble precursors is expected to be removed from the air through uptake by ice particles
and subsequent sedimentation. In contrast, insoluble sulfur containing gases such as OCS may reach the stra-
tosphere with little loss (section 2.1). The total transport of sulfur is sensitive to the residence time in the TTL,
the detrainment level, and the dehydration and washout efﬁciency [Sinnhuber and Folkins, 2006; Aschmann
et al., 2011; Dinh and Fueglistaler, 2014]. The total net mass ﬂux from the troposphere to the stratosphere of
material that is eventually transformed into aerosol during volcanically quiescent periods was reported to
be 820 t/d [SPARC, 2006]. It is not clear, however, if the nominal mass ﬂux reported in SPARC [2006] is intended
to include primary aerosol, but themagnitude suggests that it is for gas precursors only. However, the total net
mass ﬂux obtained from the stratospheric sulfur budget shown in Figure 6.12 in SPARC [2006] is somewhat
smaller with 718 t aerosol/d which converts to a net ﬂux of 64.2 GgS/yr of sulfur containing compounds across
the tropopause (with 1 t aerosol/d= 0.0894GgS/yr assuming aerosol is 75% by mass of H2SO4). Including pri-
mary aerosol transport given in Figure 6.12 increases the ﬂux to about 1450 t aerosol/d. Recently, using the
coupled aerosol Solar Climate Ozone Links chemistry-climate model (SOCOL-AER), Sheng et al. [2015] have
inferred that the total net mass ﬂux of sulfur containing compounds that get transformed into aerosol is about
103GgS/yr, corresponding to a ﬂux of 1152 t aerosol/d; the contribution of the different sulfur containing
compounds to the overall ﬂux is shown in Figure 1. This estimated total mass ﬂux is about 1.5 times the
amount given in SPARC [2006]. The total net mass ﬂux changes to 181GgS/yr, corresponding to about
2024 t aerosol/d, if primary aerosol is included [Sheng et al., 2015]. As a result, the currently best available esti-
mates of the net sulfur ﬂux from the troposphere into the stratosphere are signiﬁcantly larger than those
reported in SPARC [2006] but are based on one model study only.
Major volcanic eruptions may directly inject SO2 (section 3.1.1) and ash (section 3.2.1) into the stratosphere,
leading to enhanced aerosol concentrations lasting up to several years. Because of this strong inﬂuence it is
quite common to separate between volcanically inﬂuenced and volcanic quiescent periods when investigat-
ing the impact of stratospheric aerosol on chemistry and climate. The impact of volcanic eruptions on strato-
spheric aerosol and their contribution to stratospheric sulfur depends on the explosiveness of volcanic
eruptions as well as the geographical location of the eruption (section 3.1.1). Newhall and Self [1982]
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proposed an index mostly based on the volume of pulverized rock (tephra) emitted during an eruption,
which is also correlated with the maximum column height, i.e., the magnitude of the eruption. To date, the
volcanic explosivity index (VEI) is used by volcanologists, atmospheric physicists, and climate scientists to
describe the size of a volcanic eruption, i.e., the VEI is a relative measure of the explosiveness of volcanic
eruptions. This section reviews ﬁrst the contribution of different sulfur-containing gases to the stratospheric
aerosol layer and then the role of nonsulfate compounds.
3.1. Contributions From Sulfur Containing Compounds
3.1.1. Volcanic Eruptions as a Source of Stratospheric Sulfur
In general, emissions from volcanic eruptions consist of ash, SO2, and other volcanic gases such as water
vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and hydrogen sulﬁde (H2S) in highly variable combina-
tions. Some components such as HCl are effectively removed by rainout within the troposphere; others, like
ash, have limited climate impact due to their low residence times in the stratosphere (section 3.2.1). Most
importantly, even though highly variable, explosive volcanic eruptions are the key source of SO2 to the
stratosphere. In past decades, volcanic injections of SO2 into the stratosphere like those by El Chichón
(1982) and Pinatubo (1991) have dominated stratospheric aerosol and sulfur levels over many years;
for example, Pinatubo injected about 18 to 19 Tg of SO2 as inferred from TOMS and TIROS (Television
Infrared Observation Satellite) Observational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) measurements [Guo et al., 2004a].
The Pinatubo eruption led to a peak global aerosol mass loading between 19 and 30 Tg as estimated from
Figure 4. (top) Monthly mean aerosol-to-molecular extinction ratio proﬁle at 525 nm in the tropics (20°N to 20°S) from
January 1985 through to December 2012 as derived from SAGE II extinction in 1985–2005 and CALIPSO backscatter
between 2006 and 2012. The effect of clouds below 18 km is removed based on their wavelength dependence (SAGE II)
and depolarization properties (CALIPSO) compared to aerosols. Extinction ratios from CALIPSO measurements were
derived as described in Vernier et al. [2011b]. Black contours represent the extinction ratio in log scale from 0.1 to 100. The
times of notable volcanic eruptions occurring during the period are denoted by their ﬁrst two letters on the horizontal axis,
where tropical eruptions are noted in red. The eruptions are Nevado del Ruiz (Ne), Augustine (Au), Chikurachki (Ch),
Kliuchevskoi (Kl), Kelut (Ke), Pinatubo (Pi), Cerro Hudson (Ce), Spur (Sp), Lascar (La), Rabaul (Ra), Ulawun (Ul), Ruang (Ru),
Reventador (Re), Manam (Ma), Soufrière Hills (So), Tavurvur (Ta), Okmok (Ok), Kasatochi (Ka), Sarychev (Sa), Merapi (Me),
and Nabro (Na). Vi* denotes the time of the Victoria forest ﬁres with stratospheric aerosol injection. (bottom) Mean
stratospheric aerosol optical depth (AOD) in the tropics (20°N to 20°S) between the tropopause and 40 km since 1985 from
the SAGE II (black line), GOMOS (red line), and CALIPSO (blue line). This ﬁgure is an update of Figures 1 and 5 originally
appearing in Vernier et al. [2011b].
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space-basedmeasurements [McCormick and Veiga, 1992; Lambert et al., 1993; Baran and Foot, 1994]. Based on
these estimates, Dhomse et al. [2014] estimated a peak aerosol loading between 3.7 and 6.7 Tg of sulfur. Since
background estimates of stratospheric aerosol loading are 115–130Gg of sulfur [Sheng et al., 2015], the peak
estimates from Pinatubo are 30 to 60 times higher than background levels. Recent modeling studies support
lower stratospheric sulfur levels than those inferred from the TOMS and TOVS observations [Dhomse et al.,
2014; Mills et al., 2016]. The difference between the initial and the persistent sulfur levels is important and
generally supports a more complex development process following a major eruption than has been consid-
ered in the past. These major volcanic eruptions are relatively rare, and no comparable event has occurred
since 1991. However, both historic and recent trends in stratospheric aerosol can be largely attributed to
volcanic eruptions [Deshler et al., 2003; Vernier et al., 2011b]. After the 1991 Pinatubo eruption, the decade
1992–2000 was characterized by a notable absence of large volcanic eruptions reaching the UTLS (Figure 4).
With an e-folding time of about 1 year for sulfate aerosol [Robock, 2000], stratospheric aerosol levels reached
pre-Pinatubo levels by 1998. The 1999–2002 period represents the lowest stratospheric aerosol levels observed
since measurements began in the 1970s [Deshler et al., 2006] (Figure 4). In the 2000 to 2012 period, a series of
medium sized eruptions in the tropics [Vernier et al., 2011b] are suggested as the cause of the observed aerosol
increase, although other possibilities have been suggested (section 5).
The annual ﬂux of SO2 to the UTLS from volcanic eruptions varies greatly from year to year, from <0.1 Tg to
24 Tg of SO2 emitted by volcanoes in the past 30 years. Carn et al. [2016] estimated an average annual ﬂux of
Table 1. Estimated Atmospheric SO2 Emissions to the UTLS From Volcanic Eruptions in the Last 10 Years
a
Volcano Date Latitude/Height SO2 (Tg) Reference
Kasatochi Aug 2008 52°N 1.2 to 2.2 Prata et al. [2010]
6–20 km Kristiansen et al. [2010]
Krotkov et al. [2010]
Sarychev Peak Jun 2009 48°N 1.0 to 1.5 Haywood et al. [2010]
10–15 km Carn and Lopez [2011]
Nabro Jun 2011 13°N 1.0 to 1.5 Clarisse et al. [2014]
15–20 km Carboni et al. [2016]
Manam Jan 2005 4°S
21–24 km
0.3 to 0.6 McCormick et al. [2012]
Merapi Nov 2011 8°S 0.3 to 0.5 Surono et al. [2012]
12–17 km
Grimsvotn May 2011 64°N 0.3 to 0.4 Sigmarsson et al. [2013]
10–20 km
Soufriere Hills May 2006 17°N 0.2 to 0.5 Prata et al. [2007]
15–22 km Carn and Prata [2010]
Redoubt Mar 2009 60°N 0.2 to 0.5 Lopez et al. [2013]
10–19 km
Calbuco Apr 2015 42°S 0.2 to 0.5 Carn et al. [2016]
15–21 km
Copahue Dec 2012 38°S 0.2 to 0.5 Carn et al. [2016]
5–20 km
Okmok Jul 2008 53°N
12–16 km
0.2 to 0.4 Prata et al. [2010] and
Thomas et al. [2011]
Rabaul Oct 2006 4°S 0.2 to 0.3 McCormick et al. [2013]
15–20 km
Puyehue-Cordon Jun 2011 41°S 0.1 to 0.4 Carn et al. [2016]
Caulle 12–18 km
Kelut Feb 2014 8°S
16–22 km
0.1 to 0.3 Carn et al. [2016]
Jebel-at-Tairb Sep 2007 15°N 0.05 to 0.08 Eckhardt et al. [2008]
9–17 km Clarisse et al. [2008]
aThe emissions are based on satellite data, and only the events that had a large impact on the aerosol concentrations
in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere are listed. Carn et al. [2016] provide a review of the data and methods
used to determine the mass loadings. Relevant references for all eruptions are given in the last column. The volcanic
eruptions are sorted by their estimated atmospheric SO2 emissions, starting with the largest amounts.bThere are several other eruptions detected with similar mass emissions as Jebel-at-Tair. Jebel-at-Tair is included as
representative because of its high injection height and emissions underwent signiﬁcant atmospheric transport.
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SO2 from explosive volcanic eruptions of about 1.6 Tg to the UTLS, of which about 1 Tg enters the
stratosphere. Table 1 lists a compilation of volcanic eruptions reaching the UTLS as observed by satellite
instruments over the last 10 years (with SO2 emissions ranging from 0.05 to 2 Tg). These volcanic eruptions
potentially have a small but measureable impact on stratospheric aerosol levels as they inject aerosol and
sulfur to near the tropopause [Carboni et al., 2016]. The tropopause acts as barrier for rapid ascent but
allows slow ascent into the stratosphere via dynamical processes (section 2.1). In a long-term sense, since
the TTL is the main entrance region for tropospheric air into the stratosphere (section 2.1), tropical volcanic
eruptions dominate as a source of stratospheric SO2, but higher-latitude eruptions occasionally produce
noteworthy hemispheric impacts. While the majority of the SO2 ﬂux from volcanic eruptions to the
stratosphere is due to explosive volcanic eruptions, emissions from effusive eruptions can also reach the
UTLS [Carn et al., 2016].
3.1.2. Carbonyl Sulﬁde
OCS is the longest-lived and most abundant reduced sulfur gas in the atmosphere. Crutzen [1976] was ﬁrst to
suggest that upward OCS transport maintains the stratospheric aerosol layer in times of volcanic quiescence,
and recent model studies support this ﬁnding [Brühl et al., 2012; Sheng et al., 2015]. The OCS ﬂux to the
stratosphere is typically determined as a fraction of the total mass ﬂux across the tropopause and relies on
a prescribed and constant tropospheric OCS mixing ratio. While this is not an unreasonable assumption, a
more exact estimate of the OCS ﬂux should account for the regional, seasonal, and long-term variability in
tropospheric OCS. Furthermore, a more complete understanding of the tropospheric OCS budget is neces-
sary to predict what might occur as a response to future changes in climate.
3.1.2.1. OCS Observations, Variability, and Trends
Since the SPARC [2006] report, the observational record has been signiﬁcantly expanded. Reanalyzing
infrared solar spectra from Jungfraujoch, Rinsland et al. [2008] have extended the modern instrumental
OCS record back to 1951. Tropospheric and stratospheric column amounts and, to some extent, vertical
proﬁles of OCS are retrieved from high-resolution spectra operationally recorded by Fourier transform
infrared spectrometers (FTIR) at several Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
(NDACC) (http://www.ndacc.org) sites. In situ measurements of OCS mixing ratios are carried out by ﬂask
sampling, gas chromatography, and, more recently, ultrasensitive infrared spectroscopy [Stimler et al.,
2010b]. Besides regular surface observations at an increasing number of sites in both hemispheres
[Montzka et al., 2007], vertical proﬁles have been measured in situ during regular aircraft ﬂights over the
continental United States throughout an entire year [Montzka et al., 2007] and during balloon ﬂights
in the tropics and northern high latitudes [Krysztoﬁak et al., 2015]. At the time the SPARC [2006]
report was written, the only available spaceborne OCS observations had been made during the
Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATLAS) shuttle missions in 1985, 1992, 1993, and
1994 [Kaye and Miller, 1996] using the ATMOS (Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy Experiment)
instrument. Since then Barkley et al. [2008] presented global upper tropospheric and stratospheric OCS
concentrations derived from spectra measured by the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment-Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS). This data set represents the ﬁrst continuous satellite record of OCS,
starting in 2004. The ACE-FTS instrument is still active to date. One limitation of ACE is the strong
dependence of the latitudinal coverage on season that is inherent in the solar occultation viewing
geometry (cf. section 4.3). Two new satellite data sets from the tropospheric emission spectrometer
(TES) [Kuai et al., 2014] and the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS)
[Glatthor et al., 2015] are expected to complement the ACE-FTS record and provide a complete global
coverage of OCS.
The ACE-FTS observations show OCS mixing ratios >400 ppt (parts per trillion) right above the tropical
tropopause and a rapid decrease with altitude and latitude [Barkley et al., 2008]. Barkley et al. [2008] also
noted elevated OCS concentrations in the UTLS at low southern latitudes, conﬁrming earlier observations
from the shuttle missions and a ship-based FTIR campaign [Notholt et al., 2003]. Both studies suggest that
the enhancement is largely driven by OCS emissions from biomass burning.
The results presented in the SPARC [2006] report suggested a signiﬁcant seasonality of OCS concentrations in
both hemispheres based on observations across the globe, with lowest concentrations in the Northern
Hemisphere in late summer (September) and in the Southern Hemisphere in winter (July), driven by terres-
trial vegetation uptake and ocean ﬂuxes, respectively [Kettle et al., 2002a]. The seasonality and understanding
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of the driving processes were corroborated by Montzka et al. [2007] and Xu et al. [2001] as well as by mean
OCS vertical proﬁles obtained from the Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment-North America dur-
ing July and August 2004 revealing a considerable OCS drawdown in the boundary layer due to plant uptake
during the growing season [Campbell et al., 2008].
Based on earlier studies of Antarctic ice core enclosures and ﬁrn air, SPARC [2006] reported a rise in atmo-
spheric OCS levels from preindustrial 330–370 ppt to presently around 500 ppt, which is supported by more
recent studies [Aydin et al., 2008, 2014]. The long-term rise in OCS mixing ratios correlates with historic
anthropogenic emission inventories estimated by Campbell et al. [2015]. However, the trend cannot be fully
explained by the emission increase, leading Campbell et al. [2015] to speculate on a signiﬁcant contribution
due to a historical decline in plant uptake of OCS.
For the modern measurement era, SPARC [2006] suggested a small negative trend of 0.5–1.0%/yr from the
late 1970s to the mid-2000s for tropospheric OCS based on the instrumental atmospheric data record
available at the time. This has not been conﬁrmed by more recent studies that either ﬁnd no statistically sig-
niﬁcant temporal trend in atmospheric OCS [Montzka et al., 2007; Rinsland et al., 2008; Coffey and Hannigan,
2010] or even a nonmonotonic buildup of OCS since about 2001 of up to 1%/yr at ground-based FTIR stations
in the Southern Hemisphere [Kremser et al., 2015].
3.1.2.2. Tropospheric OCS Budget
The global OCS trend has direct implications on the OCS budget. Taking 1%/yr as an upper limit for a statistical
trend in either direction limits the source/sink imbalance to about ± 50Gg/yr. This number is well within
the uncertainty margins of the spatially and seasonally gridded inventory of OCS sources and sinks presented
by Kettle et al. [2002a]. Several recent studies have suggested modiﬁcations of individual source and sink
strengths compared to Kettle et al. [2002a], and an updated budget is shown in Figure 5. Large uncertainties
in several individual source and sink estimates and consequently in the overall budget remain, making it a
challenge to determine from the sources and sink inventories alone whether the budget is currently closed
or not.
An upward revision of the vegetation sink has been suggested based on plant chamber experiments
[Sandoval-Soto et al., 2005; Stimler et al., 2010a] as well as on studies analyzing the spatiotemporal variability
in atmospheric observations [Montzka et al., 2007; Campbell et al., 2008; Suntharalingam et al., 2008].Montzka
Figure 5. Tropospheric OCS budget as represented in the current literature. The grey bars show the realistic ranges for the
different source and sink terms as well as the total sources and sinks. Also included are individual source and sink estimates
by Kettle et al. [2002a] (orange), Montzka et al. [2007] (purple), Berry et al. [2013] (green), Launois et al. [2015] (blue),
and Campbell et al. [2015] (cyan). The OCS sink terms due to chemical reactions go back to the study by Chin and Davis
[1993] and comprise both tropospheric and stratospheric losses. Later, the same authors estimated the total stratospheric
OCS loss to 30 Gg S/yr with a 71% contribution from photolysis, 22% from reaction with O(1D), and 7% from reaction
with OH [Chin and Davis, 1995]. This increases the chemical loss terms slightly, in particular for photolysis.
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et al. [2007] showed that the seasonal variability and vertical gradients at 10 Northern Hemispheric measure-
ment sites are largely driven by vegetation uptake. This is estimated to be larger by about a factor of 6 com-
pared to the uptake estimated by the traditional method of scaling OCS uptake to net primary production. It
was also pointed out inMontzka et al. [2007] that the somewhat shifted seasonality of OCS compared to CO2
suggests an additional response to inﬂuences other than net primary production. This might be related to soil
uptake, which has also been suggested to be higher than previously thought in a chamber experiment study
by van Diest and Kesselmeier [2008]. An upward revision of the surface sinks by a factor of 2 or even higher
compared to Kettle et al. [2002a] bears two important implications. One is a reduced tropospheric lifetime
of OCS on the order of 2.5 years [Montzka et al., 2007] as opposed to the 5.7 years proposed previously by
Ulshöfer and Andreae [1997]. The second implication would be a corresponding upward revision of the
sources to balance in the global OCS budget. In a three-dimensional inverse atmospheric modeling
approach, Berry et al. [2013] suggested a large additional ocean source that is predominantly located in
the tropics. This is supported by Launois et al. [2015] who used an oceanic general circulation and biogeo-
chemistry model to estimate direct marine OCS emissions of 813GgS/yr, about 45% of which are emitted in
the tropics between 30°N and 30°S. However, sea-air ﬂuxes of OCS measured and modeled by Kettle et al.
[2001] and von Hobe et al. [2003] during several cruises in different regions do not support such a large global
ﬂux. Furthermore, an inverse atmospheric modeling approach by Kettle et al. [2002b] that uses lower oceanic
OCS ﬂuxes than Berry et al. [2013] closes the OCS budget within the uncertainties. Thus, a large uncertainty in
the direct oceanic OCS ﬂux remains, and its contribution to the global budget (Figure 5) is not well constrained.
More measurements in and over oceans, particularly in tropical regions, are needed to resolve this issue. A 40%
upward revision of the direct and indirect anthropogenic sources seems warranted by the results of Campbell
et al. [2015], who have updated emission factors particularly for the rayon industry and, for the ﬁrst time, pre-
sented temporally and spatially resolved inventories as opposed to climatological emission inventories.
3.1.2.3. OCS Flux
Information about cross-tropopause ﬂuxes of sulfur containing species and their contribution to the strato-
spheric sulfate aerosol burden are usually received from model calculations. SPARC [2006] reported a net OCS
ﬂux as calculated by the two-dimensional Atmospheric and Environmental Research (AER) model of sulfate
aerosol [Weisenstein et al., 1997] of 31.7GgS/yr. A similar OCS ﬂux of 36GgS/yr was simulated by Takigawa
et al. [2002] using a three-dimensional atmospheric general circulation model. Both model studies suggested
a contribution of OCS to the total ﬂux of gaseous sulfur into the stratosphere of around 50%, although
Takigawa et al. [2002] did not consider other precursor gases than OCS and SO2. Brühl et al. [2012] evaluated
the OCS ﬂux using amore comprehensive atmospheric chemistry general circulationmodel. Based on themass
ﬂux across the 100hPa level within the tropics and the OCS mixing ratio, they calculated a total OCS ﬂux of
150Gg S/yr. However, their net ﬂux, i.e., the amount of stratospheric OCS converted to aerosol, is 35GgS/yr,
which is in agreement with the earlier studies. Using the aerosol model AER coupled to a three-dimensional
chemistry-climate model, SOCOL-AER, Sheng et al. [2015] estimated a net OCS ﬂux across the tropopause of
40.7GgS/yr, corresponding to 23% of the total (=gaseous and aerosol) sulfur ﬂux. This calculated ﬂux is about
30% larger than the estimate by the two-dimensional model [SPARC, 2006]. Interestingly, the net ﬂux amounts
to only about 10% of the one-way ﬂux, indicating that a large fraction of OCS is transported back to the tropo-
sphere without being converted to sulfate aerosol. Nevertheless, a substantial fraction of the stratospheric aero-
sol burden, namely, between 56% [Sheng et al., 2015] and 70% [Brühl et al., 2012], is expected to originate from
OCS. Missing surface emissions of short-lived sulfur species or an underestimated transport of primary aerosol
and/or SO2 into the stratosphere were discussed as potential reasons for the model spread [Sheng et al., 2015].
The model results are supported by observation-based net OCS ﬂux estimates of 34–66GgS/yr and 49
±14GgS/yr by Barkley et al. [2008] and Krysztoﬁak et al. [2015], respectively.
3.1.3. Short-Lived Compounds
Signiﬁcant amounts of sulfur are released from various surface sources in the form of carbon disulﬁde (CS2),
dimethyl sulﬁde (DMS), and hydrogen sulﬁde (H2S). None are directly transported to the stratosphere in any
substantial amounts, because all three compounds readily react with OH, resulting in lifetimes on the order
of hours. Deep tropical convection systems, however, might provide a pathway for short-lived gases to reach
the TTL.Marandino et al. [2013] presented ship measurements of DMS made during a cruise through the tropi-
cal western Paciﬁc. These DMS measurements were used in a Lagrangian transport model to investigate the
amount of DMS that is transported into the TTL. Their results suggest that up to 30g S/month, emitted from
an area of 5.75× 104m2, in the form of DMS can reach altitudes above 17 km through intense vertical transport
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where it can potentially be transported further into the stratosphere, providing a source of stratospheric aerosol.
However, further measurements of DMS seawater concentrations in the tropical western Paciﬁc are required to
quantify the potential contribution of DMS to stratospheric aerosol.
Short-lived precursors make a signiﬁcant contribution to the tropospheric budget of SO2, which is the main
oxidation product of the OH reaction for all three gases (section 2.2 and Figure 1). More importantly, the OH
reactions of DMS and CS2 represent signiﬁcant tropospheric sources for the long-lived OCS (section 2.2),
which are included in the OCS budget estimate presented in Figure 5. The conversion efﬁciency for CS2 to
OCS has been measured to be 0.83 ± 0.08 in the laboratory by Stickel et al. [1993] and has not been updated
since. The CS2 budget has been reasonably well constrained [Watts, 2000]. An upward revision of the anthro-
pogenic CS2 emissions has recently been made by Campbell et al. [2015] (section 3.1.2.1). The fraction of DMS
that is converted to OCS is lower; a value of 0.7 ± 0.2% that was reported by Barnes et al. [1994] and supported
by a more recent study by Albu et al. [2008] is commonly used to derive the OCS source strength from DMS.
The global distribution and magnitude of DMS sources still bear substantial uncertainties, in particular with
respect to oceanic emissions. Lana et al. [2011] have updated the database of surface seawater DMS concen-
trations and emission ﬂuxes by Kettle et al. [1999] and Kettle and Andreae [2000]. Compared to the previous
studies, they ﬁnd lower concentrations in polar latitudes and higher concentrations in previously under-
sampled regions such as the southern Indian Ocean. They estimate global oceanic DMS emissions of 28.1
(17.6–34.4) Tg S/yr. Land et al. [2014] calculate 19.6 Tg S/yr using the same DMS database [Lana et al., 2011]
but 2008/2009 satellite data for wind speed and sea surface temperature as well as a different sea-air ﬂux
parameterization. These numbers are within the range of previous estimates [Kettle and Andreae, 2000;
Elliott, 2009], with a large uncertainty still introduced by the parameterization of sea-air ﬂuxes. Model studies
suggest a signiﬁcant climate sensitivity of the marine DMS emissions [Halloran et al., 2010; Cameron-Smith
et al., 2011; Land et al., 2014], which may indirectly inﬂuence the OCS budget in future climate scenarios.
3.1.4. Sulfur Dioxide
The major inﬂuence of volcanic eruptions on stratospheric SO2 and aerosol has been demonstrated [Guo
et al., 2004a; Vernier et al., 2011b], but signiﬁcant uncertainties concerning the relative importance of the
different stratospheric SO2 sources during volcanically quiescent periods remain [Solomon et al., 2011;
Brühl et al., 2012]. In this section the SO2 observations available for the stratosphere and tropopause region
and the resulting SO2 distribution are reviewed.
3.1.4.1. Observations of SO2 in the Stratosphere
First remote sensing observations of SO2 in the stratosphere were reported for volcanically perturbed con-
ditions including Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite-Microwave Limb Sounder (UARS-MLS) and ATMOS
measurements of the Mount Pinatubo eruption cloud by Read et al. [1993] and Rinsland et al. [1995]. Very
recently, global altitude-resolved SO2 distributions were reported from infrared limb emission observa-
tions by MIPAS on Envisat for a 10 year period (2002–2012) derived from monthly and zonally averaged
MIPAS spectra [Höpfner et al., 2013] and single limb spectra [Höpfner et al., 2015], covering an altitude
region of 10–40 km. Figure 6 provides an overview of the MIPAS global time series of SO2 monthly mean
distribution at various altitudes (altitudes between 10 and 20 km) for 10° longitude bins. Most striking
are the periods with strong enhancements of the SO2 volume mixing ratios due to volcanic eruptions.
During volcanic quiescence periods SO2 mixing ratios are, in general, highest in the northern midlatitudes
in the lowermost stratosphere ranging between 40 and 100 ppt and decreasing above to an altitude of
approximately 25 km. In the midstratosphere (about 25 to 35 km), MIPAS observed a relative maximum
in SO2, which is most pronounced in the tropics with mixing ratios of approximately 50 ppt. This maximum
results from the photochemical production of SO2 from OCS oxidation and is in agreement with climate
model simulations [Brühl et al., 2012]. Above 35 km, the SO2 mixing ratios are slightly increasing toward
higher altitudes due to SO2 formation by photolysis of H2SO4. This result is consistent with available
balloon-borne in situ H2SO4 proﬁle measurements showing a decrease of the H2SO4 mixing ratios above
about 35 km [Schlager and Arnold, 1987]. For volcanically enhanced SO2 in the stratosphere, MIPAS obser-
vations compare reasonably well with available ATMOS and ACE-FTS remote sensing measurements
[Höpfner et al., 2013].
In situ measurements of SO2 up to an altitude of 20.4 km have only been reported by Inn and Vedder [1981].
SO2 mixing ratios analyzed from cryogenic samples taken during ﬂights of the ER-2 research aircraft over
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Figure 6. Time series of MIPAS SO2 distributions with a time resolution of 2 days. SO2 volume mixing ratios are color coded (values larger than 250 ppt are given the
color of 250 ppt). Volcanic eruptions are marked by blue triangles. (Figure is adapted from Höpfner et al. [2015]).
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California and Alaska range between 36 and 50 ppt at altitudes between 15.2 and 20.3 km. Airborne in situ
measurements of SO2 in the altitude range from 8 to 15 km were summarized for USA campaigns by
Thornton et al. [1999]. The in situ SO2 measurements for the European campaigns were compared with
MIPAS observations, and reasonable agreement between both data sets was found [Höpfner et al., 2015].
Mean mixing ratios of SO2 at these altitudes are highly variable and range between 5–800 ppt at northern
midlatitudes, 8–120 ppt in the tropics, and 5–20 ppt at southern midlatitudes. The large SO2 enhancements
observed in the vicinity of the tropopause are often connected to an uplift of polluted air masses by warm
conveyor belts (see section 3.1.4.2). Additional in situ measurements in the stratosphere at altitudes above
15 km are needed for validation of the remote sensing measurements and to build an enhanced observa-
tional basis for model improvement and validation.
3.1.4.2. Elevated SO2 in Stratospheric Air Inﬂuenced by Warm Conveyor Belts
The efﬁciency of SO2 vertical transport from the planetary boundary layer of major anthropogenic SO2 emis-
sion regions to the tropopause region and lowermost stratosphere is poorly known, due mainly to poorly
known heterogeneous SO2 loss by cloud processes occurring during uplift such as washout, rainout, and
liquid-phase conversion to sulfate. Uplift of SO2 in the planetary boundary layer may occur by deep convec-
tion and so-called warm conveyor belts (WCBs), which are strongly ascending airstreams in extratropical
cyclones. The strongest SO2 source regions related to fossil fuel combustion are located over East Asia,
Europe, and eastern North America. The frequency of WCBs occurrence is most pronounced downstream
of the major SO2 emission regions in East Asia and North America [Eckhardt et al., 2004; Madonna et al.,
2014]. Air mass uplift by WCBs occurs within 1–2 days. After 2–3 days traveltime in the upper troposphere,
about 5% of all air mass trajectories within WCBs enter the stratosphere according to climatology by
Eckhardt et al. [2004]. While this is a small fraction of tropospheric air within WCBs entering the stratosphere,
source regions for some of this air in major anthropogenic SO2 emission regions or near high-latitude volca-
noes allow a possible contribution to stratospheric aerosol.
SO2-rich pollution plumes in the upper troposphere lifted by East Asian WCBs [Fiedler et al., 2009a, 2009b]
and North American WCBs [Arnold et al., 1997] have been detected previously by aircraft measurements.
Recently, satellite-borne remote sensing observations of rapid transpaciﬁc transport of anthropogenic
SO2 plumes in the upper troposphere originating in East Asia were presented by Clarisse et al. [2011]
for observations obtained from the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) and by Hsu
et al. [2012] for OMI measurements. Furthermore, 133Xe released by the nuclear power plant accident at
Fukushima/Daiichi has been used as tracer to unambiguously demonstrate the transport of East Asian pla-
netary boundary layer air to the UTLS in Europe mediated by a West Paciﬁc WCB [Baumann and Schlager,
2012], illustrating the wide range of possibilities for the transport of SO2 to the UTLS in WCBs.
In the lowermost stratosphere, SO2 will experience near complete conversion to gas phase sulfuric acid via
reactions involving OH and water vapor [Reiner and Arnold, 1994]. Subsequently, the sulfuric acid will con-
dense on preexisting particles or nucleate to form new particles. The contribution of either of these pathways
to the stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer still needs to be quantiﬁed and remains an open question.
3.2. Contribution of Nonsulfate Compounds
A large amount of recent research has focused on stratospheric aerosol components other than the domi-
nant H2SO4 and H2O components. Nonsulfate components of stratospheric aerosol include organic aerosols
as well as solid refractory aerosols from natural sources, for example, volcanoes (section 3.2.1) and pyrocumu-
lonimbus (section 3.2.3), from meteoric ablation (section 3.2.4), or from anthropogenic origin (e.g., space
debris, rocket emissions, and soot from fossil fuel burning). Refractory aerosol implies nonvolatile or tempera-
ture stable atmospheric particles—for a refractory aerosol, or parts of it, to evaporate the aerosol needs to be
exposed to temperature >> 500○C. Nonsulfate aerosols can signiﬁcantly contribute to the stratospheric
aerosol composition, not necessarily by mass, but even traces of these compounds can inﬂuence chemical
and microphysical processes.
Stratospheric aerosol is more diverse than commonly recognized and not necessarily connected to a single,
speciﬁc source. For refractory aerosols, there are three known regions in the middle atmosphere where their
presence is of particular interest: (i) The upper stratosphere, the mesosphere, and the winter polar regions
where the contribution of Meteoric Smoke Particles (MSPs) dominates. For example, a belt of MSPs between
25 and 45 km altitude was observed by satellites following the explosion of the Chelyabinsk bolide in Russia
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[Gorkavyi et al., 2013]. Cosmic dust, originating from comets and asteroids [Plane et al., 2015], ablates on
atmospheric entry; the resulting metal atoms become oxidized and polymerize into MSPs. Subsidence in
the polar vortex leads to fast transport (timescale of weeks to months) of refractory particles from the
mesosphere to the lower stratosphere [Curtius et al., 2005; Weigel et al., 2014]. (ii) The lower to middle
stratosphere in the equatorial region where refractory aerosols originate in the troposphere, e.g., due
to volcanic eruptions (section 3.1.1) or due to combustion processes (sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Aerosol
that reaches the tropical lower stratosphere will be vertically lifted by the BDC. This has been demon-
strated previously for aerosol from volcanic eruptions [Vernier et al., 2011b]. (iii) The lower stratosphere,
a region characterized by a mixture of the materials transported into this region by three main pathways:
from above due to the BDC, from below due to troposphere-stratosphere-exchange processes, as well as
from equatorward transport out of the polar regions, when the polar vortex breaks down at the end
of winter.
Refractory aerosol plays an important role in the stratosphere. They provide surfaces for condensation of
sulfuric acid and water forming sulfate aerosol following major volcanic eruptions, therefore limiting new
particle formation. Furthermore, refractory aerosol may provide heterogeneous nuclei for the formation of
solid phase PSC particles and thereby promoting dehydration and denitriﬁcation of the polar stratosphere
[Fahey et al., 2001].
Moreover, refractory aerosol such as soot has the potential to change the optical properties of the predomi-
nantly liquid stratospheric aerosol. The lower stratosphere between the poles and equator provides a “natural
laboratory” for the processing and possible conversion of the nonsulfate material approaching from different
source regions. It is likely that almost all refractory species are embedded and potentially dissolved in liquid
sulfuric acid aerosol [Murphy et al., 2014]. Solubility, reactivity, and charge-driven mechanisms control the
effectiveness of chemical conversion. The physicochemical properties of such impure sulfuric acid aerosol
strongly depend on the properties and quantities of the respective solutes.
In the following, the state of knowledge for some speciﬁc nonsulfate aerosol types, beyond the discussion
given in the SPARC [2006] assessment and the review by Peter and Grooß [2012], is reviewed.
3.2.1. Volcanic Ash
Volcanic ash is tephra and is characterized by a very broad size distribution (submicrometer to millimeter
sized) [Rose and Durant, 2009], with highly irregular particle shapes and often complex composition, but
with a high percentage of silicon (Si). Glass, crystals, and gas bubbles are often found in volcanic ash sampled
during or after ashfall. Direct measurements of ash particles in the atmosphere are very rare. Some airborne
sampling has been undertaken during and shortly after a few eruptions, e.g., Mount St Helens [Hobbs et al.,
1981], Hekla [Rose et al., 2006], Kasatochi, Sarychev, and Eyjafjallajökull [Andersson et al., 2013], and some
Ecuadorian and Colombian volcanic plumes [Carn et al., 2011]. During the satellite era, several imaging and
sounding instruments have been used to infer properties of ash clouds [Prata, 2009]. Griessbach et al.
[2014] presented a method to differentiate signatures of ash clouds from other aerosol types in infrared limb
spectra, allowing instruments such as Envisat-MIPAS to detect the presence and vertical resolution of ash
clouds.
There are virtually no direct measurements of the size distribution in the months immediately following a
large volcanic eruption. Satellite instruments have been used successfully to monitor volcanic ash through-
out the atmosphere and can provide a crude estimate of the amount of ash emitted to the atmosphere for
eruptions with VEI> 2. Clarisse and Prata [2015] describe retrieval techniques required to transform infrared
satellite measurements of volcanic ash into geophysical parameters, such as optical depth, particle effective
radius, mass loading, and total mass. Figure 7 shows estimates of the ash mass emitted to the atmosphere for
a few eruptions between 1982 and 2012. Typically, emissions range from about 10Gg to 1000Gg. Guo et al.
[2004b] estimated the ﬁne ash (radii< 63μm) mass emitted by Pinatubo to be about 50 Tg in June 1991 and
about 3 Tg from Cerro Hudson in August 1991. Schneider et al. [1999] estimated about 7 Tg from the 1982
eruption of El Chichón. There are no reliable estimates of ash emissions from large eruptions occurring in
the presatellite era, but based on VEI and by extrapolation from satellite estimates of more recent eruptions
a conservative value of about 500 Tg for Tambora (1815) can be estimated. For the Toba supereruption of
about 73,500 years ago, Rampino and Self [1992] estimated between 1 and 10 Pg of ash emitted to the
atmosphere, much of this must have been stratospheric.
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The climate impact of ash, as opposed to sulfate, is not expected to be signiﬁcant because of the rapid loss of
mass due to sedimentation. Bertrand et al. [2003] have estimated the radiative impact of ash emissions from
the Mount Etna eruptions in 2002. Bertrand et al. ﬁnd the shortwave forcing (SWF= cloudy sky-clear sky
forcing at the top of the atmosphere) to be of similar size to that of meteorological clouds having similar opa-
city, but the longwave forcing is greater than that of meteorological clouds. Furthermore, global aerosol
model simulations showed that volcanic ﬁne ash leads to an additional radiative heating during the ﬁrst days
after the eruption [Niemeier et al., 2009]. Dependent on the geographical location of the volcanic eruption,
the initial transport direction may change due to the presence of volcanic ﬁne ash as the additional heating
causes strong disturbances in the ﬂow pattern, changes wind directions, and increases wind speed.
3.2.2. Black Carbon and Organic Aerosols
Distinct differences between the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere observed in some parameters
such as ozone concentrations and temperature gradient, are generally accompanied by more gradual transi-
tions of tropospheric-sourced aerosol concentration across the cold point tropopause, although sharp transi-
tions in aerosol concentrations have been observed in the tropics and subtropics [Brock et al., 1995; Borrmann
et al., 2010]. Aerosols originating in the troposphere, including organic carbon (OC, a complex class of mate-
rials containing carbon with substantial hydrogen), black carbon (BC, formed by incomplete combustion of
fossil fuels, biofuels, and biomass, is the most strongly light absorbing and refractory component of soot),
and other species mix through the tropopause and mix with particles of stratospheric origin such as second-
ary sulfate and meteoric materials [Blake and Kato, 1995; Hudson et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2008; Froyd et al.,
2009]. In the tropics and midlatitudes these tropospheric particles can still account for signiﬁcant fractions of
the aerosol mass 2 km above the cold point tropopause [Froyd et al., 2009].
The tropospheric accumulation-mode particles (0.1–1.0μm in diameter) in the lower stratosphere come from
all possible low-altitude sources, with substantial contributions from OC and BC aerosols from biomass burn-
ing (BB). BB contributes about 10% (up to 50%) by number of particles between 0.25 and 2μm diameter to
aerosols in the lower stratosphere in the northern midlatitude [Hudson et al., 2004]. Based on model studies,
aircraft emissionsmake up about 0.5% of the total global fossil fuel emission of BC, with potentially signiﬁcant
contributions to aerosol number and BC mass in the lowermost stratosphere [Hendricks et al., 2004]; these
particles can be transported along the BDC [Schwarz et al., 2013]. Recent model studies demonstrate regional
inﬂuences of tropospheric processes, for example, the Asian tropopause aerosol layer contains sulfate and
primary and secondary OC components, while a corresponding North American layer does not contain pri-
mary OC [Yu et al., 2015]. In contrast to tropospheric contributions, meteoritic dust contributes only very small
amounts of OC to the stratosphere [Jenniskens et al., 2000].
Figure 7. Fine ash mass (radii< 63 μm) from a selected number of eruptions between 1982 and 2012. Estimates are based
on satellite retrievals and typically are accurate to approximately 50%. To avoid overloading of this ﬁgure, only a few
selected volcanic eruptions are named here.
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OC and BC, as other stratospheric aerosol, have a long residence time in the stratosphere, but their relative
abundance decreases with height above the tropopause due to in situ production of sulfate and the lack
of signiﬁcant in situ production of OC and BC in the lower stratosphere [Murphy et al., 2007]. As a result,
OC and BC become increasingly minor components in aerosols above the tropopause in, for example, the
midlatitudes [Schwarz et al., 2008]. Below these altitudes aerosols are composed of OC and sulfate in compar-
able amounts [Friberg et al., 2014], while BC typically contributes only 1% of the total aerosol mass loading in
the UTLS [Schwarz et al., 2008]. The mass mixing ratio of BC appears to reach fairly constant values near 1 ng
of BC/kg of air in this altitude range [Murphy et al., 2014]. Hence, it is not likely that BC is a strong contributor
to either aerosol number or mass in the UTLS.
Although the contributions of OC and BC to optical scattering will approximately scale with their relative con-
tributions to aerosol mass, OC and BC will disproportionately affect optical absorption. BC absorbs efﬁciently
across the visible region, while the OC absorption is spectral, with more efﬁciency in the blue. BC’s absorption
causes heating that was on average about 1% but up to 25% of that due to UV absorption by ozone in the TTL
[Gao et al., 2008b]. BC in the lower stratosphere also has the potential to nucleate ice formation [Kärcher et al.,
2007], with highly uncertain indirect impacts on climate [Bond et al., 2013].
3.2.3. Smoke Particles From Biomass Burning
Biomass burning is an important source of atmospheric aerosols. In its most vigorous form, as pyrocumulo-
nimbus (PyroCb), biomass burning can inject particles directly into the lower stratosphere. PyroCbs are
ﬁre-started or ﬁre-augmented thunderstorms [Fromm et al., 2010], where the sensible heat released by the
ﬁre starts or enhances deep convection. Due to the increased number of cloud condensation nuclei and
the increased vertical updraft velocity within a PyroCb, precipitation in such clouds and, thus, scavenging
of smoke particles are suppressed [Rosenfeld et al., 2007]. As a result, a signiﬁcant fraction of the particles
injected at the cloud base can reach the outﬂow regions at the cloud top. One case study of a PyroCb indi-
cated possible lofting of particles as high as 7 km above the tropopause within the month following the
PyroCb [Fromm et al., 2005].
Biomass burning particles consist in varying fractions of organics, soot, and inorganic cores [e.g., Reid et al.,
2005]. Dahlkötter et al. [2014] estimated that the amount of black carbon injected into the upper troposphere
by a single PyroCb can be as large as 126Mg, which, according to their estimate, is on the same order of mag-
nitude as the daily black carbon emissions by the global aircraft ﬂeet. A North American PyroCbwas observed to
reach up to 3 km above the tropopause, increasing aerosol extinction by a factor of 4 in the UTLS compared to
background conditions [Damoah et al., 2006]. After the Australian “Black Saturday” ﬁre in February 2009, a soot
plume was observed by satellites in the lower stratosphere (up to 22 km) for several weeks [Siddaway and
Petelina, 2011]. However, an analysis by Pumphrey et al. [2011] showed that this event was not typical.
The frequency of PyroCbs reaching the stratosphere is not well known. According to a study by Guan et al.
[2010], analyzing 11 years of satellite measurements, globally, on average, about 17 PyroCbs per year reach
altitudes above 8 km, primarily over North America and North-East Asia. A similar order of magnitude was
derived by Gonzi et al. [2015], who used satellite ﬁre data for 2006 in combination with a plume rise and a
chemistry transport model. Based on in situ particle mass spectrometer measurements, Murphy et al.
[2014], however, excluded pyroconvection as a dominant source of the carbonaceous aerosols in the lower
stratosphere. This was supported by Friberg et al. [2014], using elemental composition analysis of particles
sampled in the lowermost stratosphere.
3.2.4. Meteoric and Extraterrestrial Aerosol Material
The global input rate of cosmic dust particles into the Earth’s upper atmosphere is quite uncertain: recent esti-
mates vary by 2 orders ofmagnitude from about 3 to 300 t/d [Plane, 2012]. One reason for this large range is that
the mass distribution of the particles (0.1μg to 1mg) and their entry velocity distribution (11 to 72 kms1) are
challenging tomeasure directly [Plane, 2012]. Measurements either cover a subset of themass/velocity distribu-
tions or sample only a fraction of the ablation products, e.g., radar observations ofmeteors [Mathews et al., 2001;
Pifko et al., 2013], lidar (light detection and ranging) measurements of the vertical ﬂux of sodium (Na) and iron
(Fe) produced by meteoric ablation [Huang et al., 2015], and measurements of the surface accumulation ﬂux of
cosmic spherules [Taylor et al., 1998] and MSPs [Gabrielli et al., 2004] in polar snow and ice.
The size range of MSPs in the atmosphere covers clusters of molecules (diameter≈ 1 nm) up to hundreds
of nanometer diameter particles. The evolution of the nucleation mode (diameter< 10 nm) of MSPs was
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numerically investigated [Bardeen et al., 2008; Megner et al., 2008]. The size distribution of refractory aerosols
in the middle atmosphere is constrained to a diameter between 1 nm and 20μm because micrometer-sized
particles experience relatively fast removal due to sedimentation. Dhomse et al. [2013] modeled the atmo-
spheric redistribution of radioactive particles following the reentry of a satellite power unit at an altitude
of 46–60 km in 1964: this study showed that submicrometer MSPs take about 4 years to reach the surface.
3.2.4.1. Detection and Chemical Composition of Refractory Aerosols
The abundance of refractory aerosol, most likely of meteoric origin, has been derived from incoherent
scatter radar spectra from above 70 km altitude. These observations were conﬁrmed by rocket-borne mea-
surements of charged aerosols at 80–90 km [Amyx et al., 2008; Friedrich et al., 2012; Rapp et al., 2012; Plane
et al., 2014]. Satellite observations of MSP optical extinction between 35 and 80 km altitude have also been
reported [Hervig et al., 2009]. Airborne in situ measurements at altitudes of up to 21 km [Curtius et al., 2005;
Weigel et al., 2014] showed subsidence of nonvolatile aerosol material with about 100 particles per mg air,
contributing up to 75% of detected stratospheric particles within the Arctic vortex. In the Antarctic vortex,
balloon-borne in situ measurements indicated that the nonvolatile fractions were about 60% above 20 km
except in the new particle formation layer between 21 and 24 km altitude were it drops to below 20%.
Below and above this layer the nonvolatile particles have mixing ratios of 100–200 per mg air [Campbell
and Deshler, 2014].
The chemical ﬁngerprint of MSPs was identiﬁed by in situ laser ablation mass spectrometry, showing a char-
acteristic magnesium to iron ratio in the midlatitude lowermost stratosphere [Cziczo et al., 2001;Murphy et al.,
2014]. The ﬁrst scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) images of particles sampled at 20–37 km altitude go back
to the work of Bigg et al. [1970].Mackinnon et al. [1982] showed SEM images together with chemical compo-
sition analysis of particles collected in the stratosphere, of which a signiﬁcant fraction was attributable to its
extraterrestrial origin. Della Corte et al. [2013] sampled 0.4 and 9μm diameter particles, including calcite-type
and adherent pure carbon smoke nanoparticles (diameter 10–70 nm), when ﬂying through the debris cloud
of a meteoric ﬁreball.
3.2.4.2. Interactions Between Sulfate and Nonsulfate Stratospheric Aerosol
Laboratory studies and numerical modeling simulations have been performed to investigate the potential of
MSPs to provide condensation surfaces for water vapor and to initialize ice cloud formation [Saunders et al.,
2010]. Hervig et al. [2012] found that mesospheric ice particles in polar mesospheric clouds can contain over
1% by mass of MSPs. Frankland and Plane [2015] showed that the subsequent sublimation of the H2O ice will
leave behind a refractory residue. Impactor sampling in the middle and upper stratosphere showed that the
collected solid particles act as nucleation cores for sulfate particles [Bigg, 2012]. The impact of MSPs on H2SO4
and HNO3 on global scales was studied by Saunders et al. [2012] and Frankland et al. [2015], using laboratory
experiments and global circulation models.
One implication of refractory aerosol in the stratospheremay be its impact on the physicochemical properties
of the dominant sulfur aerosol. Cziczo et al. [2001] found that in about half of all analyzed stratospheric par-
ticles were high concentrations of meteoric iron (0.5–1wt %). Iron, magnesium, and nickel seem to dissolve
readily in concentrated H2SO4 [Saunders et al., 2012], leaving silicon-aluminum-oxygen solid residual particles
[Murphy et al., 2014]. The dissolution of MSPs in sulfuric acid aerosol is probably a source of negative ions that
mitigate the acidity of stratospheric aerosol [Prather and Rodriguez, 1988].
Modiﬁed acidity could subsequently affect the freezing properties of binary HNO3-H2O or ternary HNO3-
H2SO4-H2O solution droplets, which could be important for Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) formation
[Chang et al., 1999]. Wise et al. [2003] investigated the solubility of iron and magnesium compounds within
H2SO4, and the possible impact on particle freezing. At certain H2SO4 concentrations the solutes of these
metals increase the freezing threshold temperature by up to 20 K compared to pure H2SO4 solution droplets
[Wise et al., 2003].
Although not yet well quantiﬁed globally, the atmospheric abundance of MSPs appears to be signiﬁcant. The
upper limit of the estimated global cosmic dust mass ﬂux of up to 300 t/d [Plane, 2012] is approximately 15%
of the total net stratospheric aerosol mass ﬂux, which consists of nonvolcanic primary aerosol and aerosol
precursor gases, estimated by Sheng et al. [2015]. Moreover, the concentration of meteoric material is locally
very variable. Interactions between MSPs and condensable vapors, i.e., of H2SO4, HNO3, H2O, are observed in
the atmosphere and have been studied in the laboratory. Condensational growth of the refractory cores
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increases their sedimentation speed and removal, resulting in a vertical redistribution of aerosols and con-
densable material from the lower stratosphere toward the surface.
4. Measurements of Stratospheric Aerosol
The earliest inferences concerning particles in the stratosphere, date to the 1920s when systematic twilight
observations became available. Volz [1975] described twilight measurements gleaned from atmospheric
turbidity records following the 1912 Katmai eruption. More direct sampling of stratospheric aerosol began
with the pioneering in situ observations of Junge and Manson [1961] and Rosen [1964]. Shortly after these
observations were made, surface-based lidar was developed. Regular observations of stratospheric aerosol
with in situ instruments began in 1971 and with lidar in 1974. Balloon-borne optical particle counters provide
vertically resolved in situ particle size and number concentration measurements. Lidar measurements pro-
vide vertically resolved measurements of atmospheric backscatter from both molecules and aerosol at one
or more wavelengths. There are several lidar sites investigating stratospheric aerosol ranging from 90°S to
80°N and an in situ record that has continued to the present [Deshler, 2008]. The balloon-borne and lidar
measurements were complemented by satellite-based measurements starting in the late 1970s (e.g.,
Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement, SAM, II and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment, SAGE) providing
a global coverage of stratospheric aerosol measurements [Yue et al., 1989]. Measurements from passenger
and research aircrafts since the late 1980 have provided additional unique information about UTLS aerosol
properties. The various observation platforms and the development of new and improved observational
tools and techniques of aerosol properties are discussed in detail below, followed by a description of the qua-
litative and quantitative advancements made since SPARC [2006].
4.1. Balloon-Borne and Airborne In Situ Measurements
Three sets of in situ instruments have made up the bulk of stratospheric aerosol size distribution measure-
ments since such measurements began in the late 1950s. These are the University of Wyoming’s balloon-
borne optical particle counters (WOPCs) and condensation nuclei (CN) counters [Hofmann et al., 1975;
Deshler et al., 2003], the University of Denver’s airborne focused cavity aerosol spectrometer (FCAS)
[Jonsson et al., 1995] and nucleation-mode aerosol size spectrometer (NMASS) [Brock et al., 2000], and the par-
ticle counters and particle impactor sampler on board the civil aircraft for regular investigation of the atmo-
sphere based on an instrument container (CARIBIC) [Hermann and Wiedensohler, 2001; Nguyen et al., 2006]. In
addition, there have been episodic aircraft measurements of CN using an instrument similar to the NMASS
from 45°N to 25°S [Borrmann et al., 2010; Weigel et al., 2011]. Once all sampling biases are removed from
the measurements, the native quantity from these instruments is an aerosol size distribution. Moments of
the size distribution like surface area density (second moment) and total volume density (third moment)
can then be calculated. If the size resolution is ﬁne enough, moments can be calculated directly from histo-
grams of size (FCAS, NMASS, and CARIBIC). For coarser measurements, such as the WOPC, the measurements
are often ﬁt with unimodal/bimodal lognormal size distributions for moment calculations. Table A1 includes a
summary of the temporal and spatial distribution of the size distribution measurements from these three sets
of instruments.
In situ measurements of stratospheric aerosol size distribution require sensitivity to sizes less than 1μm and
to only one particle in the beam at a time. Size is determined by the scattered light intensity, assuming sphe-
rical particles and Mie scattering (WOPC and FCAS), while the number concentration is determined by the
pulse frequency. Theoretical estimates of instrument response are checked with standard calibration aerosol,
which are also used for calibrating instruments prior to deployment. Due to the range in scattering intensity
for particles between 0.05 and 10μm, exceeding 1000μm, multiple gain stages are required. The FCAS is sen-
sitive to particle radii between 0.05 and 0.5μm with 20 channels, the WOPC to particles between 0.15 and
2.0μm in 8–12 channels. In addition to aerosol size spectrometers, CN counters are designed to measure
the total aerosol concentration through exposing particles to a supersaturated region to force particles to
grow to optically detectable sizes before the particles are counted. The Wyoming CN counter is nominally
sensitive to 10 nm particles. The NMASS is a battery of ﬁve CN counters with a different condenser tempera-
ture. Thus, each CN counter has a different lower radius cut point at approximately 2, 4, 8, 15, and 26 nm.
Since particles enter the scattering chamber through an inlet, care is required to account for aerosol changes
due to heating and evaporation [Jonsson et al., 1995] or particle losses in the air inlet and downstream
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sampling lines [Krämer et al., 2013]. For the stratosphere such instruments are deployed on balloons and air-
craft. As a result, the measurements are spatially and temporally limited.
Uncertainties in the fundamental measurements are driven by uncertainties in the measured size and num-
ber concentration. Uncertainties in size of 10% or less for theWOPC and 2.5% for FCAS are due to (i) variations
in scattering response, (ii) variations in particle index of refraction or shape for similarly sized particles, and
(iii) pulse width broadening of photodetectors. Uncertainties in number concentration of 10% or more are
due to the consistency of multiple calibrations and Poisson counting statistics. Thus, uncertainties increase
as particle concentration decreases. Finally, there are uncertainties in the assumptions of temperature distri-
butions in the sampling inlets with subsequent impact on the evaporation of water from the sampled parti-
cles and on measurements of sampling efﬁciency of the inlet for instruments on aircrafts. The WOPC, FCAS,
and NMASS all account for the evaporation of water from sulfuric acid and water particles as the particles pass
into the scattering chamber. WOPC measurements from 1990 to 2010 have recently been corrected for a sys-
tematic calibration bias, affecting the measurements during periods of low aerosol loading [Kovilakam and
Deshler, 2015]. Such uncertainties lead to overall precisions on aerosol moments of ± 40% for WOPC
[Deshler et al., 2003] and ± 25% for FCAS [Jonsson et al., 1995].
4.2. Ground-Based Lidar Measurements
Measurements of stratospheric aerosol using a lidar began soon after the visible wavelength laser was devel-
oped in the early 1960s [Fiocco and Grams, 1964]. These measurements began nearly simultaneously with in
situ measurements of stratospheric aerosol. The technique relies on detecting the light from a pulsed laser,
which is backscattered from air molecules and the ensemble of particles in the volume of air illuminated
by the laser. To obtain the aerosol backscatter coefﬁcients, the backscatter signal must be calibrated by com-
parison with the Rayleigh backscatter signal in altitude ranges without aerosol, typically at altitudes above
30 km. The Rayleigh component of the backscatter signal is directly determined from the atmospheric den-
sity calculated using temperature and pressure measurements from nearby radiosonde measurements, satel-
lite measurements, or climatologies. The vertical sampling interval is typically 75m [e.g., Jäger, 2005], and the
sampling is performed during nighttime. While aerosol backscatter coefﬁcients are the native measurement,
aerosol extinction coefﬁcients are needed for radiative transfer calculations. This requires an assumption
about extinction-to-backscatter ratio, also known as the Lidar Ratio, which can vary widely. Tropospheric values
vary from 20 to 70 sr1 km1 or more, peaking around 50 sr1 km1 [Illingworth et al., 2015]. Stratospheric
values of the Lidar Ratio vary much less and have been calculated from measurements with a Raman lidar
[Wandinger et al., 1995], theWOPC in situmeasurements [Jäger and Deshler, 2002, 2003], and by comparing lidar
with SAGE II measurements [Antuña et al., 2003]. The ratios for the stratosphere are typically between 45 and
50 sr1 km1 at 532 nm, andwith the lower values representing newer aerosol. Detailed information on particle
size and number can only be inferred by using multiple laser wavelengths [Post, 1996]. Information on particle
shape is possible if the lidar has channels to receive both the polarized and cross polarized signals. The extent of
cross polarization is an indication of nonspherical particles in the sampling volume and is useful in distinguish-
ing between cirrus and aerosol.
Lidar measurements of extinction coefﬁcients are possible but limited to periods of strong volcanic activity
when an attenuation of the backscattered light in the aerosol layer can be distinguished. The two methods
that can be applied to retrieve aerosol extinction coefﬁcients are Raman backscattering [Ansmann et al.,
1992] or spectrally ﬁltering the atmospheric return in a separate detection channel for eliminating its
narrow-band aerosol component (so-called high-spectral-resolution lidar) [Eloranta, 2005]. While both tech-
niques have been widely used with tropospheric lidars, extinction channels have only more recently been
added to stratospheric aerosol lidars.
Long-term measurements using lidar began in the mid-1970s, and two sites have maintained a continuous
record since then (Table A1) [e.g., Hofmann et al., 2009; Trickl et al., 2013]. Once the instrument is in place,
the advantage of lidar measurements is their ability to make relatively frequent routine measurements
at minimal cost. However, lidars are restricted spatially, except for spaceborne lidar (such as the Cloud-
Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP); http://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/). For ground-based
lidars, clouds, except for thin cirrus, generally prevent stratospheric lidar measurements, introducing a bias
toward clear weather conditions. Lidar measurements of stratospheric aerosol have generally been used
for long-term monitoring of trends, seasonal cycles, and identiﬁcation of new layers.
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Ground-based lidars remain very useful, providing unique information for complementing and validating
satellite instruments, for ﬁlling gaps between satellite missions, and for ﬁlling gaps in vertical proﬁles, where
the stratospheric burden exceeds the dynamic range of other measurement approaches, such as limb-
viewing space-based measurements (section 4.3) during periods of high aerosol loading. Also in the near
future, beyond the end of the existing and planned satellite missions, there may not be appropriate satellite
instruments at the time of the next volcanic eruption. In that situation, it is possible that ground-based lidar
stations might be a nearly exclusive source of information.
Uncertainties in the lidar backscatter result mainly from statistical uncertainty in the return signal. The error at
a given altitude includes the signal error at that altitude, the error in the normalization altitudes, and the error
in calculating the extinction between these altitudes [Russell et al., 1979]: assumptions about the aerosol
properties and molecular density also contribute. Further uncertainty arises from the assumption that the
signal at a given altitude range is pure molecular backscatter or that the ratio of aerosol andmolecular scatter
is known at that altitude. Modern lidars normalize assuming a molecular-only dependence in backscatter at
altitude ranges around 30 km and higher, but historically some lidars normalized to the tropopause region
where the signal is stronger and the atmosphere was thought to be relatively clear of aerosol. However,
aerosol is never completely absent in either region, and the unresolved aerosol contribution leads to an
underestimate of stratospheric aerosol throughout the proﬁle. Furthermore, light absorption by ozone at
532 nm may introduce small uncertainties and must be accounted for.
Since the lidar signal is corrected for aerosol extinction, errors in the extinction-to-backscatter ratio also con-
tribute to the total backscatter error at a given altitude. This contribution is small during volcanic quiescence
periods when the extinction is small, but could be signiﬁcant following large volcanic eruptions. There are
two analysis methods to deal with the circular problem of needing to know the aerosol extinction proﬁle
before the aerosol proﬁle can be calculated. The ﬁrst single-pass method [Klett, 1985] derives the backscatter
coefﬁcients directly from the backscatter signal, even allowing for the application of Lidar Ratios varying with
altitude. The secondmethod starts with an assumed aerosol backscatter proﬁle and then iterates the retrieval
until the proﬁle converges to a self-consistent backscatter proﬁle [Jäger, 2005].
From the backscatter coefﬁcients, extinction coefﬁcients, or other aerosol properties such as number, surface
area, and volume can be derived by mathematical approaches such as Mie theory based on ameasured aero-
sol size distribution [Jäger and Deshler, 2002, 2003; Jäger, 2005]. The highest uncertainties would arise from
fresh aerosol immediately following volcanic eruptions, when the composition, shape, and sizes are changing
rapidly. The uncertainties in the derived quantities would decrease as the aerosol distribution ages.
Ground-based lidar data sets of stratospheric aerosol remain disperse, andmany of them are not openly avail-
able. The only existing effort in this direction has been led by the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric
Composition Change lidar working group (http://ndacc-lidar.org/), with the participation of 30 ground-based
lidar instruments. In addition, a set of global lidar measurements from Mount Pinatubo was collected in the
past, but several of the ground-based lidar measurements produced at that time are still missing [Antuña
et al., 2002]. Preserving lidar data sets is crucial to depicting the stratospheric aerosol burden during volcanic
eruptions such as Mount Pinatubo and El Chichón. These data sets are an important part of the available data
for these events and the return to quiescence periods.
4.3. Space-Based Measurements
Depictions of the long-term, global stratospheric aerosol distribution, often used as inputs to chemistry-
climate models, are primarily based on a series of space-based measurements of aerosol optical properties.
In and prior to the SPARC [2006] report, the data set was a composite of measurements made by a number
of satellites with concomitant requirements for homogenizing the measurements across the instruments.
This was mostly straightforward since these satellite instruments used essentially the same method to
measure aerosol properties: solar occultation. These include the four members of the SAM/SAGE series (see
Table A1). SAGE II, which operated between 1984 and 2005, is the most prominent member of this series: it
observed the stratosphere through the recovery of the El Chichón eruption (1982), the Pinatubo enhance-
ment (1991–1996), the clean period from 1999 to 2002 and into the post-2002 variable period [Thomason
et al., 2008]. The solar occultation group also includes the Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement (POAM II)
instrument (1994–1996) [Randall et al., 2000], the POAM III instrument (1998 to 2005) [Randall et al., 2001],
and the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) that made aerosol extinction coefﬁcient measurements
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at four infrared wavelengths between 2.45 and 5.26 μm [Hervig et al., 1996]. These instruments are dis-
cussed in detail in SPARC [2006] (and elsewhere), and that discussion will not be repeated here.
Exceptions to the solar occultation instrument are the Cryogenic Limb Emission Spectrometer (CLAES)
(1991–1993) and Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS) (1991–1992), which use atmo-
spheric limb emission to infer aerosol absorption coefﬁcient in the stratosphere. Their measurements
occurred during the peak of the Pinatubo enhancement [Lambert et al., 1996; Massie et al., 1996] and, as
such, are available throughout a period in which many SAGE II observations are missing in the lower strato-
sphere due to the extreme opacity of the Pinatubo-derived aerosols.
While these measurements are robust over a broad range of aerosol levels, each approach has limitations.
Solar occultation measurement locations are dependent on the details of the platform orbit and, at best,
provide near-global coverage on a quasi-monthly basis, in contrast to limb emission instruments such as
CLAES, where a near-global depiction of aerosol properties is possible on a daily basis [Toohey et al.,
2013a]. During extremely high aerosol loading (e.g., the peak of the Pinatubo event) the very high
atmospheric opacity, particularly at near-infrared and shorter wavelengths, leads to termination of measure-
ments well above the tropopause, leading to important gaps in the stratospheric aerosol record [Thomason
et al., 1997]. Conversely, during low aerosol loading periods it is challenging to extricate the aerosol
signature at infrared wavelengths because the signal is dominated by absorption of gaseous species
[Thomason, 2012]. Identifying the presence of clouds in all these observations is often difﬁcult or ambiguous
[Kent et al., 2003].
As the SPARC [2006] report was completed, solar occultation measurements of stratospheric aerosol stopped:
the SAGE II, SAGE III, POAM III, and HALOEmissions all ended between August and December 2005. As a result
the post-SPARC [2006] satellite data record depends on new instruments and entirely different techniques for
measuring aerosol. The new approaches include limb scatter, nadir-viewing lidar, and stellar occultation.
While all these techniques provide near-global stratospheric aerosol spatial depictions on short, even daily,
timescales [Toohey et al., 2013b], they still present unique challenges to a homogeneous long-term aerosol
data set.
The limb scatter technique is employed by the Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System (OSIRIS)
(2002-present) [Bourassa et al., 2007] and involves observing the illuminated atmosphere on the sunlit por-
tion of the orbit without directly observing the Sun. With multiple proﬁles typically scanned each orbit,
OSIRIS has provided over 850,000 aerosol extinction proﬁles since 2002 (compare to about 170,000 over
the 20+ year SAGE II lifetime). The determination of an aerosol extinction coefﬁcient proﬁle from these mea-
surements has a second-order dependence on knowledge of the aerosol size distribution [Bourassa et al.,
2007]. In practice, a sufﬁcient determination of aerosol phase function can bemade using limb scatter aerosol
measurements at two or more wavelengths rather than relying on externally provided aerosol size informa-
tion [Rieger et al., 2014]. The vertical resolution is somewhat lower than SAGE II, but this is not critical for most
applications. Observations in the lower stratosphere and the troposphere, particularly in the tropics, require
some care as the presence of clouds and optically thick aerosol may have an impact on the inferred extinction
levels; observations below 15 km altitude are often not available at middle and high latitudes [Bourassa et al.,
2012a; Fromm et al., 2014].
Lidar measurements by the CALIOP (2006-present) offer the highest vertical resolution data of all space-
based observations [Vernier et al., 2011b]. Unlike the previous space-based instruments discussed, which
measure extinction, CALIOP measures aerosol backscatter coefﬁcient and polarization. Thus, CALIOP
requires a change in the measured parameter (backscatter to extinction), similar to the ground-based lidar,
that may add bias that impacts long-term aerosol data set continuity. Only nighttime CALIOP data are
useful for stratospheric applications due to signal-to-noise issues, and even these observations have rela-
tively low signal-to-noise levels and require substantial averaging to be useful (0.5 km vertical and 500 km
horizontal) [Vernier et al., 2011b]. The polarization measurement probably offers the least ambiguity in
accounting for cloud presence of any space-based measurement [Vernier et al., 2011b]. However, it is pos-
sible for solid aerosol such as ash to be incorrectly identiﬁed as “ice cloud” and to be then removed from
aerosol-only evaluations, but this is not affecting climatological values above the tropopause. Absolute
calibration uncertainty for CALIPSO is on the order of 2% (relative to molecular backscatter) [Rogers
et al., 2011] and leads to potential bias in the observations. This level of uncertainty is probably not
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signiﬁcant for tropospheric observations; however, it is a signiﬁcant fraction of background stratospheric
levels, which are only 5 to 10% above molecular levels.
Stellar occultation is similar to solar occultation except for the choice of target. An advantage of this method
resides in the increased number of available light sources during each orbit at all times and geographical
location. The Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) instrument (2002–2012) aboard
the European Envisat platform used this method to deliver more than 375,000 aerosol extinction proﬁles.
These measurements are somewhat noisier than solar occultation measurements, on an event-by-event
basis, due to lower light intensities [Vanhellemont et al., 2005, 2010], which is, however, compensated for
by a much larger number of occultations per orbit. Other challenges include a crucial requirement to account
for scintillation effects in the observations and a less critical dependence on individual star properties
[Vanhellemont et al., 2010]. Furthermore, the current GOMOS data version (IPFv6.01) delivers aerosol extinc-
tion coefﬁcients at only one wavelength (500 nm). The limited information content prevents the use of
spectral dependence to identify clouds using the methods commonly proposed in the literature. Therefore,
the GOMOS data set requires caution using it below 20 km and particularly below the tropopause. The vertical
resolution for GOMOS is somewhat broad compared to solar occultation (about 4 km) [Vanhellemont et al.,
2010], which is generally not a critical issue.
Several other Envisat instruments have shown potential for producing valuable space-based measurements
of volcanically derived aerosols. In particular, Griessbach et al. [2015] have shown that MIPAS measurements
can be used to discriminate between ash and sulfate aerosol associated with relatively modest volcanic
Figure 8. The 1month by 0.5 km mean aerosol parameter between 10°S and 10°N as measured by (a) SAGE II (525 nm
extinction coefﬁcient), (b) OSIRIS (converted to 525 nm extinction coefﬁcient), (c) GOMOS (500 nm extinction coefﬁcient),
and (d) CALIPSO (532 nm backscatter coefﬁcient). The letter annotations in Figure 8b refer to the time of low latitude (L)
and northern high-latitude/midlatitude eruptions (N) whose effects are visible in the ﬁgures. Contours are in log10 with
black line contours every 0.5 units and color contours every 0.25 units. The color scale is the same for Figures 8a to 8c
but has been scaled by a factor of 1/50 for Figure 8d to account for the conversion of midvisible backscatter coefﬁcient to
extinction coefﬁcient at the same wavelength and, thus, improve the visual consistency of these images. For all instru-
ments, white areas indicate missing data due to either times outside of the mission lifetime or periods where data are
otherwise unavailable.
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injections into the UTLS for at least several months following an eruption. Similarly, IASI has demonstrated,
following the 2008 Kasatochi eruption, a capacity for measuring SO2, ash, and sulfate aerosol with fairly broad
vertical resolution [Karagulian et al., 2010]. To our knowledge neither of these instruments produces a routine
stratospheric aerosol product but, nonetheless, demonstrates the potential to contribute to a broader under-
standing of the impact of volcanic events on the composition of the stratosphere.
4.3.1. Discussion of the Different Satellite-Based Data Sets
Figures 8 and 9 show midvisible aerosol extinction or backscatter coefﬁcient for four of the instruments
described above for the tropics (approximately 0°) and northern midlatitudes (approximately 40°N). Color
scales and contours are the same for the extinction coefﬁcient plots (SAGE II v7.0, OSIRIS v5.07, and
GOMOS IPFv6.01). OSIRIS data have been scaled to 525 nm using the technique as described in Rieger et al.
[2015]. The contours are different for the CALIPSO (v4) backscatter coefﬁcient plots, but the color scale has
been scaled by a factor of 50 to approximate the extinction-to-backscatter ratio observed for stratospheric
aerosol [Jäger and Deshler, 2002, 2003]. Each satellite data set has been cleared for clouds presence using
methods described in Thomason and Vernier [2013] for SAGE II, in Rieger et al. [2015] for OSIRIS, and in
Vernier et al. [2009] for CALIPSO. Generally, cloud presence begins to reduce the available aerosol observa-
tions from slightly above the tropopause downward. GOMOS data products are currently not cloud cleared
(section 4.3), and as a result, GOMOS data at and below the tropopause are possibly cloud contaminated. In
Figure 8a, the end of the aerosol enhancement associated with the Pinatubo eruption is evident (particularly
in the tropics) through at least mid-1998. The period between the apparent end of Pinatubo and mid-2002 is
the cleanest period in the space-based aerosol record with measurements approximately 30% less than the
previous lowest extinction levels observed in 1979 by SAGE. In 2002, the tropical analysis shows an aerosol
enhancement associated with the September 2002 eruption of Ruang (Indonesia) initially centered at
20 km with the peak eventually rising to about 23 km. This feature is also captured by OSIRIS (Figure 8b)
and GOMOS (Figure 8c). In early 2005, the eruption of Manam (Papua New Guinea) appears near 19 km
(the last signiﬁcant volcanic event of the SAGE II lifetime) and again shows evidence of lifting by the end
of the SAGE II record 7months later. Neither of these events is particularly noticeable in the Northern
Hemisphere but both produce a measureable enhancement in the south (not shown).
Figure 9. The same as Figure 8 but for 35° to 45°N.
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The 2006 eruption of Soufriere Hills is apparent in OSIRIS, GOMOS, and CALIPSO data sets (Figures 8b–8d) and
is the largest eruption until the Kelud eruption in 2014 which is observed in the CALIPSO and OSIRIS data sets
(see Figures 8b and 8d). In 2008 and 2009, several middle- and high-latitude volcanic events and an unusual
ﬁre event (the “Black Saturday Bush Fires” in the Southern Hemisphere [Siddaway and Petelina, 2011]) had
clear stratospheric impacts (no ﬁgure for the Southern Hemisphere is shown). All the data sets see tropical
impacts from the Northern Hemisphere volcanic eruptions of Kasatochi, Okmok (which is substantially
masked by the Kasatochi eruption), and Sarychev despite the relatively high latitude and primarily lower stra-
tospheric location of the sulfur injection produced by these eruptions. The 2011 Nabro eruption has clear
impacts in both the tropics and the midlatitudes as seen in Figures 8b, 8d, 9b, and 9d [Clarisse et al., 2014].
These eruptions were reaching the UTLS, with primary impacts centered at about 19 km, but having some
initial impact above 20 km. Later, material from these eruptions is observed at altitudes around 25 km due
to transport by the general upwelling in the tropical stratosphere. The exception is the 2014 eruption of
Kelud, which produced an aerosol enhancement initially focused between 18 and 23 km (Figures 8b and
8d), which implies the highest signiﬁcant injection height of volcanic material since the Pinatubo eruption.
Qualitatively, the records shown here, despite the diverse measurement approaches, indicate a reassuringly
consistent picture of global aerosol variability during the past two decades. Despite this, it is not clear how
the change in measurement paradigm affects the continuity and the consistency of the data record for the
SAGE to OSIRIS/GOMOS/CALIPSO period. The key for maintaining the ability to infer trends across instrument
changes depends on the consistency of the measurements, knowledge of bias, and the consistency of
any bias. This is more complicated for aerosol since construction of a composite data set may require a
change in wavelength (SAGE, OSIRIS, and GOMOS) or measurement type (e.g., extinction from backscatter;
CALIPSO) that depends to some degree on a priori or poorly known aerosol attributes.
Bourassa et al. [2012a] show that SAGE III 755 nm and OSIRIS 750 nm aerosol extinction coefﬁcient are consis-
tently well correlated and biased no worse than about 10%. A more recent comparison of SAGE II and OSIRIS
[Rieger et al., 2015] shows a comparison of OSIRIS converted to 525 nm with SAGE II measurements at
the same wavelengths. This is also consistent though the bias can be as large as 20%. A comparison of
SAGE II, POAM III, and SAGE III showed broad agreement among these instruments [Thomason et al., 2010].
Excluding measurements in the UV, SAGE II, and SAGE III, bias levels were no more than 10% at any wave-
length and often much less. Similarly, the biases between SAGE III and POAM III were generally less than
20% except at very low extinctions, which were in poor agreement particularly at 1020 nm. Vanhellemont
et al. [2010] showed comparisons of GOMOS 500 nm aerosol extinction with SAGE II at 525 and POAM III at
603 nm. They found biases on the order of +10 to 20% between 15 km and 25 km altitude with SAGE II,
an agreement within 20% with SAGE III in the altitude range from 11 to 20 km, and an excellent agreement
with POAM III below 20 km altitude but with rapidly decreasing quality above that.
In summary, the bias levels between instruments have been reported as generally less than 20% and fairly
well behaved over time. This is an area where further work is required [Rieger et al., 2015]. The degree to
which this consistency is maintained governs the ability to infer trends or change across the instrument per-
iods. However, it is difﬁcult to imagine that trends (or differences between time periods) less than 10 to 20%,
away from large volcanic events, can be inferred across instrument eras with conﬁdence. To the degree to
which they can be reconciled, the 13+ years OSIRIS data record offers the possibility of the most seamless
continuity with the 21 year SAGE II record, particularly having the advantage of a 4 year overlap period
[Rieger et al., 2015].
4.4. Comparing Aerosol Measurements
Comparing aerosol measurements across airborne and balloon-borne in situ particle counters, surface-based
lidar, and satellite-based solar occultation and limb scattering techniques is a challenge. Figures 8 and 9 show
the results comparing various satellite instruments, which almost all provide the same native measurement,
aerosol extinction. Comparing these measurements to in situ optical particle counters and lidar, whose native
measurements are size distribution and backscatter, adds another level of difﬁculty. The approach taken here
is to compare aerosol optical depth (AOD) from all three classes of instruments, and aerosol surface area and
volume at selected altitudes for the airborne and satellite instruments. Given the multidecadal WOPC record
from the University of Wyoming (40°N), we conduct these comparisons at that latitude. While comparing
AODs from the various instruments/platforms will not allow differences in proﬁle structure to be investigated,
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the integral quantity illustrates how well the conversion to extinction from the nonnative instruments works,
and how well all instruments compare in their proﬁle integrals estimating AOD. The comparison of surface
area and volume is chosen because of the importance of surface area for stratospheric chemistry, geometric
cross section for radiative impacts, and volume for estimates of aerosol mass. These are primarily tests of the
inversions used to convert aerosol extinction from satellite measurements to surface area and volume.
From 1995 to 2015, AOD above the thermal tropopause at 40°N at 525, 750, and 1020 nm, from in situ,
satellite, and lidar measurements is shown in Figure 10. The in situ and lidar measurements are single daily
measurements, while the satellite data are monthly zonal averages over 5° latitude bins. The thermal tropo-
pause was identiﬁed from direct measurement for the in situ data, from nearby radiosondemeasurements for
the lidar data, and from the National Center for Environmental Prediction reanalysis for the satellite measure-
ments. Missing data near the thermal tropopause are not an issue for the in situ and lidar data, while the
satellite data are monthly zonal averages over 5° latitude bins, so missing extinction values are ﬁlled in with
neighboring values. Overall, the agreement among the various platforms is within the measurement uncer-
tainties, while there are some disturbing differences. The lidars, WOPC, and SAGE II measurements capture
the decay of the Pinatubo aerosols and the relative minimum in aerosol in the late 1990s and early 2000s
up to 2002. While there are a few days when theWOPC overestimates SAGE II, the SAGE II estimates fall within
the ±40% precision of the WOPC estimates. The period 2002–2005 suffers from a lack of WOPC and lidar
Figure 10. History (1995–2015) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 40°N at 525, 750, and 1020 nm calculated from proﬁles of
in situ particle size measurements above Laramie, Wyoming, USA (41°N) (WOPC, black and grey dots with uncertainty bars),
proﬁles of aerosol extinction at 525 and 1020 nm from SAGE II (blue dots) and at 750 nm from OSIRIS (blue diamonds),
and integrated backscatter at 532 nm from two lidar sites, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany (47°N, red pluses), and
Hampton, Virginia, USA (37°N, cyan cross). Integrated backscatter is converted to AOD using an extinction-to-backscatter
ratio of 50 [Jäger and Deshler, 2002, 2003]. Spectral extinctions are calculated from in situ particle size measurements
using refractive indices appropriate for sulfuric acid and water aerosols. The occasional open black squares with uncertainty
bars are from a second WOPC ﬂown occasionally for comparison; a ﬁlled square indicates a nearly perfect match between
the two WOPCs ﬂown. The grey dots after 2008 are from a new instrument [Ward et al., 2014] used for the WOPC
record. The timing of volcanic eruptions at latitudes<20° are shown by the green triangles, and eruptions at latitudes>20°
are shown with cyan triangles along the bottom of each panel. The AODs at 525 and 1020 nm from OSIRIS are derived from
the version 5.07 measurements at 750 nm by assuming the constant particle size used in the retrieval.
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measurements, but SAGE II and OSIRIS agree well, particularly at 1020 nm. The increasing AOD beginning in
the mid-2000s is most evident in OSIRIS which diverges from the Garmisch lidar measurements and WOPC
that are in reasonable agreement. In 2008 the impact of several high-latitude eruptions is registered on all
platforms and they come back into agreement. The disagreement betweenWOPC and OSIRIS, observed prior
to 2009, is again manifested as the aerosol decays following Nabro in 2011. The impact of the low-latitude
eruptions in 2002, 2005, and 2006 are most apparent in OSIRIS, while SAGE II registers the ﬁrst two eruptions
but without as much impact as seen in OSIRIS measurements. There is a slight seasonal oscillation in AOD
with a minimum in summer, potentially caused by the elevated summer tropopause in the midlatitudes.
The Garmisch and Hampton lidars are in agreement up to the end of the Hampton record in 2001, including
the unusually high AOD in late 1998. This high AOD observed in 1998 is probably a signature of smoke
from the Canadian wildﬁres in August 1998 [Fromm et al., 2005]. The lidars are also in fair agreement, aside
from the occasional outliers, with SAGE II up until 2001, in contrast to post-2004 when the Garmisch lidar
underestimates SAGE II. This difference maybe is the result, in part, of a static extinction to backscatter ratio
applied throughout the record but this has not been further explored.
Figure 11 demonstrates the reasonably good agreement of FCAS in situ measurements with SAGE II measure-
ments as presented earlier [Reeves et al., 2008]. Most comparisons are close to, and scattered around, the
one-one line throughout the extinction range, 5 × 104 to 102 km1. There are a handful of measurements,
when FCAS strongly underestimates moderate 525 nm extinctions from SAGE II.
The aerosol size distribution is essential for understanding and modeling the impacts of aerosol. Aerosol
radiative impacts are related to cross sectional area, chemical impacts to surface area, and aerosol mass bud-
get to aerosol volume, all of which can be derived from size distribution measurements. Obtaining these
quantities from remote measurements requires somewhat complicated inversions and is poorly constrained.
The initial inversions of SAGE II measurements relied on principal component analysis [Steele et al., 1999],
while another approach was applied to the infrared HALOE data [Hervig et al., 1998; Hervig and Deshler,
2002]. These approaches to obtain aerosol surface area and volume have been in reasonable agreement with
in situ measurements during periods of relatively high aerosol loading, such as following the eruptions of El
Chichón and Pinatubo [Thomason et al., 1997], but are less successful during the volcanically quiescent period
Figure 11. Scatterplot of 525 nm extinctions calculated from FCAS aircraft measurements and from coincident SAGE II
measurements (blue dots) including their uncertainties for a selected number of measurements. The one-one line
(dashed line) and a linear ﬁt to the data (red line) are also included.
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since 1997 [Thomason et al., 1997; Deshler et al., 2003; Reeves et al., 2008]. Both Deshler et al. [2003] and Reeves
et al. [2008] showed that SAGE II version 6.0 surface area densities underestimated the in situ measurements
by factors of 1.5–3. Complicating this comparison, in situ WOPCs underestimated SAGE II extinction by
50% during the volcanically quiescent period. These differences have now been reconciled with
corrections for a systematic counting efﬁciency problem that plagued the WOPC instruments in use from
1990 to 2010 [Kovilakam and Deshler, 2015] and with the SAGE II version 7.0 surface area calculations
[Thomason et al., 2008].
Thomason et al. [2008] developed a newmethod to calculate aerosol surface area from SAGE II measurements
for periods of low aerosol loading, which are now available in the SAGE II version 7.0 data. Thomason et al.
[2008] assumed that the aerosol can be described by two monodispersed lognormal distributions [Deshler
et al., 2003], but that only the particles >0.2μm are observable by SAGE II. The median radius of the large
particle distribution is determined from the ratio of the 525 to 1020nm extinction and then the number con-
centration from either extinction measurement. The SAGE II minimum surface area density is then calculated
from the large particlemode. But this must be supplemented by the small particles, which provide themajority
of the surface area during volcanically quiescent periods. Since the median radius of the small mode is not
observable by SAGE II, two assumptions are made: (1) the uncertainties observed in the 525 nm extinction
result at least partly from the small particles, and thus, these uncertainties can be used to infer the median
radius of the small particle mode, and (2) the total aerosol number concentration is 20 cm3. This latter
assumption is a bit higher than measurements [Campbell and Deshler, 2014] but is meant to provide a maxi-
mum surface area density. With assumption 2, and the number concentration in the large particle mode,
the number in the small particle mode is given. The maximum SAGE II surface area is then the sum of the
surface areas from the small and large particle distributions. In practice the surface area density reported by
SAGE II is the average of the minimum and maximum surface areas, which essentially becomes half the max-
imum surface area since theminimum surface area is signiﬁcantly smaller than themaximum in periods of low
aerosol loading. If aerosol loading is signiﬁcant such that the 1020nm extinction approaches 70% of the
525nm extinction, then the surface area density is calculated by the method applied to SAGE II version 6.2
[SPARC, 2006].
Figure 12 provides a history of 1 km averages of aerosol surface area and volume centered at 17, 20, and
23 km at 40 ± 5°N comparing in situ and satellite measurements. The SAGE II [Thomason et al., 2008] and
OSIRIS [Rieger et al., 2015] estimates are monthly zonal averages. The estimates from OSIRIS use the aerosol
size distribution in the retrievals, which assume a lognormal distribution with a 80 nm median radius and a
width of 1.6 [Bourassa et al., 2012a]. These assumptions provide the scattering cross section from Mie theory.
Since extinction is this cross section times the number density, the measured extinction directly provides
aerosol number density. The three lognormal size distribution parameters are then used to derive aerosol sur-
face area and volume density. In situ measurements from the WOPC are shown as data points with precision
error bars, since each point is a single measurement. The FCAS data are shown over a temporal range, when
the aircraft measurements extended over a period of time, or as single points for shorter measurement cam-
paigns. In this case the FCAS data represent a number of measurements at the same altitude, but the stan-
dard deviations do not exceed the size of the pluses in Figure 12.
The overall temporal variability in AOD, shown in Figure 10, is also visible in Figure 12. The impact of the low-
latitude eruptions in 2006, the high-latitude eruptions in 2008–2009, and Nabro in 2011 is clearly visible in the
measurements at 17 km in both the WOPC and OSIRIS data. The impact of the volcanic eruptions on aerosol
surface area and volume decreases with altitude, such that these eruptions are barely discernible in the
20 km measurements.
SAGE II version 7.0 surface areas show a signiﬁcant improvement in the agreement with in situ data, both
WOPC and FCAS, compared to the older SAGE II version 6.2 data. This is a reﬂection of the improved
algorithms now used for the SAGE II data [Thomason et al., 2008], which increased the surface area estimates
from SAGE II, version 6. It is also a reﬂection of improvements in the WOPC data resulting from the collection
efﬁciency corrections applied by Kovilakam and Deshler [2015]. With these improvements both platforms are
in good agreement with the sparse FCAS measurements, as is OSIRIS. The comparison between the WOPC
and OSIRIS degrades with altitude. At 17 km the agreement of WOPC and FCAS with OSIRIS is good, and both
capture the impact of the Nabro eruption in 2011. However, there is a clear separation of OSIRIS andWOPC at
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20 and 23 km altitude, with OSIRIS estimates of surface area and volume densities greater than those derived
from the in situ measurements. This may be a reﬂection of the assumptions on particle median radius and
distribution width applied to the OSIRIS extinction measurements, which is the same at all altitudes, or it
could reﬂect the shift to a new instrument for the WOPC measurements. Test ﬂights with a new laser-based
optical counter began in 2008, when the previous instrumentation was reaching the end of its life, which then
became the dominant instrument for WOPC measurements at the beginning of 2010. The results from these
measurements are shown as the grey ﬁlled circles between 2008 and 2015 in Figure 10. Measurements with
the new instrument have been described by Ward et al. [2014]. The results of nine comparison ﬂights are
included in Figures 10 and 12 as duplicate measurements on the same day. Often, but not always, these show
reasonable correspondence; however, there is a divergence of WOPC and OSIRIS and the new and old WOPC
measurements as shown in Figure 12 at 20 and 23 km altitude. A similar divergence of WOPC and OSIRIS is
observed in the post-2010 AOD comparisons (Figure 10).
Overall, the various stratospheric aerosol measurements demonstrate a satisfying consistency in reproducing
quantities of geophysical interest across platforms and across measurement techniques. Together, these
provide a cohesive picture of stratospheric aerosol since the early 1970s using lidar and in situ measurements,
becoming global with the advent of SAM/SAGE in the late 1970s. The current agreement on surface area and
volume across platforms is encouraging for modeling of the current and future atmosphere. The dependence
on space-based measurements for global depictions of aerosol remains to have a potential for substantial
uncertainties, particularly in the regions of the atmosphere where nucleation processes might be occurring.
Figure 12. Stratospheric aerosol surface area and volume densities at 17, 20, and 23 km estimated from in situ aerosol size
distributions from WOPC (black, red, and grey dots with uncertainty bars), FCAS (cyan pluses), extinction measurements
from SAGE II (grey diamonds), and OSIRIS (blue diamonds). The satellite measurements are zonal averages at 40 ± 5°N. The
timing of volcanic eruptions at latitudes <20° is shown in green triangles, while eruptions at latitudes >20° are shown in
cyan triangles along the bottom of each panel. The occasional open square with uncertainty bars are from a second WOPC
ﬂown occasionally for comparison. The grey dots after 2008 are from a new instrument [Ward et al., 2014] used for the
WOPC record. The SAGE II surface areas are an average of the maximum andminimum surface areas estimated from SAGE II
version 7.0 data [Thomason et al., 2008]. The OSIRIS surface areas are derived from version 5.07 measurements of 750 nm
extinction using the median particle size and distribution width assumed for the data retrieval.
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Preparing for the Next Major Eruption
Injections of volcanic material into the stratosphere are relatively common, occurring on a timescale of about
once per year. Most of these injections are small with little or no discernible impact on climate. Major volcanic
eruptions that have an impact on climate generally occur on a multidecadal timescale and are impossible to
predict much in advance. In this context, major volcanic eruptions refer to those that inject more than 1 Tg of
sulfur into the stratosphere, such as the eruption of Tambora in 1815 or Mount Pinatubo in 1991. Thesemajor
events can have a signiﬁcant impact on climate by reducing solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface.
Changes in regional and global weather patterns can not only impact surface air temperature but also rainfall
and, thus, the availability of water for direct consumption and agriculture. As a result, depending on the
magnitude of these changes, major volcanic eruptions could foster regional or global societal and political
instability. Hence, an important focus for the climate science community is to understand the climate impact
of a recent major eruption to advise national and international organizations, and nongovernmental organi-
zations, on how to prepare for the next major volcanic eruption. What do we need to do to provide an accu-
rate assessment of future climate impacts of a new major volcanic eruption? Alternatively, since the eruption
of Mount Pinatubo is the best measured and most frequently modeled major volcanic eruption, we may ask
“How much do we understand about the Pinatubo eruption, and where are our knowledge gaps?”
Shortcomings in the ability of models to reproduce observed climate changes following this event provide
insight into how to mitigate data gaps for future similar eruptions.
The ability to assess the impact of a volcanic eruption on seasonal to decadal scale climate variability and pre-
dictability depends crucially on representing the critical physical and chemical processes in climate models and
providing realistic initial conditions. Climate simulation of major volcanic eruptions is an area with substantial
progress over the last two decades [Robock, 2000; Timmreck, 2012]. Ongoing efforts such as those undertaken
as a part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) projects such as the Model
Intercomparison Project on the climate response to Volcanic forcing (VolMIP) and Decadal Climate Prediction
Panel focus on understanding the regional and large-scale short- and long-term climate effects of major erup-
tions and will lead to improvements in the model capabilities to accurately reproduce these climate effects.
Accurate initial volcanic eruption and cloud parameters such as eruption length, amount of material released,
its vertical distribution, and the initial rapid removal of sulfur on ice and ash particles, are essential for models
to predict climate impacts realistically. While reasonable column estimates are available for SO2 emissions from
Pinatubo, very little is known about its initial vertical distribution. As a result, the vertical distribution of SO2 in
model simulations of the Pinatubo eruption varies signiﬁcantly and is, in part, responsible for discrepancies in
the simulated aerosol layer and inferred climate impacts between models. Space-based instruments like
SAGE II provided substantial information regarding the dispersal of the Pinatubo plume. However, SAGE II
was unable to measure the full depth of the Pinatubo layer in its densest periods due to its high opacity.
While CALIPSO measurements would not be prone to these difﬁculties there are other challenges to using
lidar-based observations. In any case, support from airborne and ground-based measurements is essential for
a full characterization of the aftermath of a major eruption. Other current unknowns include understanding
the role that chemical and other physical processes play within the original volcanic plume on the initial char-
acteristics and distribution of aerosols. Furthermore, the degree to which the evolution of the volcanic layer
depends onmaterial directly injected as aerosols into the stratosphere, and the contribution of non-SO2 aerosol
precursors (sulfur and nonsulfur bearing) within the plume, is almost completely unknown. The role of ash in the
aerosol nucleation process, its longevity, the impact of heterogeneous reactions on ash surfaces, and the radia-
tive characteristics of the resultant aerosol mixtures are also not well understood. These issues need further
investigation to understand future climate impacts of major volcanic eruptions.
Ultimately, preparing for the next major eruption places a burden on the science community to identify (i) what
parameters need to bemeasured, (ii) existing or developing new instruments necessary to provide the required
measurements, and (iii) a concept for a rapid climate model-based assessment of the short-term and long-term
climate impact of any possible major volcanic eruption. A priority should be placed on developing a rapid-
response capability to deploy balloon-borne or airborne instrumentation to obtain early (ﬁrst days toweeks after
the eruption) vertical proﬁle measurements of the volcanic plume. Access to airspace and facilities can be an
issue particularly for low-latitude and Southern Hemispheric eruptions. Hence, successfully obtaining early
measurements in the tropics depends on developing cooperative relationships with science groups in these
countries and preparatory exercise of the use of those facilities prior to a major volcanic event.
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This consistency should improve our estimates of the chemical and radiative impact of stratospheric aerosol
and guide our requirements for future stratospheric aerosol measurement activities.
5. Observed Changes in the Stratospheric Aerosol Loading
The remnants of Pinatubo were nearly entirely absent from the atmosphere by 1998. This is particularly clear
in the tropics but is also true at higher latitudes where most tropical aerosol is transported on the way to per-
manent removal from the stratosphere in the polar vortex. The lowest stratospheric loading, as observed by
multiple long-term measurement platforms (SAGE, in situ, and lidar; section 4) throughout the measurement
era, occurred between 1999 and mid-2002. Deshler et al. [2006] found no signiﬁcant trend in background
aerosol for the period from the 1970s through 2004. Since 2002, stratospheric aerosol levels generally
increased as observed by a number of platforms such as lidar [Hofmann et al., 2009; Trickl et al., 2013],
CALIPSO [Vernier et al., 2011b], and in situ and sun photometers [Ridley et al., 2014], leading to discussion
of a persistently variable but elevated stratospheric aerosol layer after 2002 [Solomon et al., 2011]. The lowest
stratospheric aerosol extinction coefﬁcient levels observed by OSIRIS over its entire record (2002-present)
occurred in early 2002. The next lowest OSIRIS values occur in 2013 but are still a factor of 1.6–2 larger at
20 km altitude and 1.3–1.4 larger at 24 km altitude compared to the 2002 levels. Elevated aerosol extinction
coefﬁcients, relative to 2002, are observed at all latitudes.
There has been considerable debate on the explanation for the observed increase. The initial suggestion was
that the rapid rise in south Asian sulfur emissions [Notholt et al., 2005] combined with deep convective
activity during the South Asian Monsoon might contribute to this observed increase [Hofmann et al.,
2009]. Some observational evidence of this mechanism was found by Vernier et al. [2011c] who used
CALIPSO observations that revealed the Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer (ATAL) near 16 km in June to
September (Figure 13) associated with the Asian monsoon anticyclone (see also section 2.1). A secondary
aerosol maximum, but much weaker, in the UTLS can also be observed over Mexico and North America.
An analysis of SAGE II data in these regions revealed similar features, but only after 1999 [Thomason and
Vernier, 2013]. Contours for the CALIPSO cloud proxy (depolarization> 0.05), shown in Figure 13, indicate a
signiﬁcant presence of ice clouds within ATAL and suggest a signiﬁcant role for the convective transport of
gas phase precursors and/or primary aerosol into the UTLS [Vernier et al., 2015]. Yu et al. [2015] found that
Asian emissions between 2000 and 2010 could be responsible for an associated increase of AOD within
the ATAL by 0.002, which is in agreement with satellite observations presented by Vernier et al. [2015]. Yu
et al. also found that ATAL is mostly composed of sulfates, surface-emitted organics, and secondary organics.
A combined analysis of SAGE II and CALIPSO data sets suggests that aerosol levels over Asia from 13 to 18 km
could have increased by a factor of 3–4 during the monsoon over the past 18 years [Vernier et al., 2015]. This
coincides reasonably well with the rapid increase in south Asian sulfur emissions [Smith et al., 2011] as shown
in Figure 14. Modeling by Neely et al. [2014] suggested that ATAL was predominantly the product of human-
derived sulfur emissions with at least 30% of the sulfur coming from south Asia and suggested it existed prior
Figure 13. Latitudinal cross section of CALIOP scattering ratio averaged in July–August over ﬁve years (2006, 2007, 2008,
2010, and 2012) in which there is limited impact by volcanic activity between 15°N and 45°N. The contour denotes the
mean volume depolarization contour of 0.05 (larger below the lines) and used a proxy for cloud presence. Figure is adapted
from Vernier et al. [2015].
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to 1999 but was obscured by the remnant of the Pinatubo aerosol. Model studies performed by other groups
suggest that the south Asian sulfur contribution to ATAL could be as high as 90% and generally supports the
ATAL phenomenon as a recent development (see also section 3.1.4).
While the role of ATAL in modulating stratospheric aerosol levels remains unclear, Vernier et al. [2011b] found
that low-intensity volcanic activity was the dominant source of stratospheric aerosol variability during the
last 15 years. The space-based record clearly shows that the tropical stratosphere is modulated by a number
of relatively small volcanic injections of aerosols and/or its precursors. Several of these injections
reached only into the lower stratosphere, but eventually, the associated aerosols ascended into the mid-
stratosphere through the tropical pipe associated with the BDC creating a volcanic aerosol “tape recorder.”
Bourassa et al. [2012b] suggested that the Asian monsoon provided a vehicle for the transport of aerosols
and SO2, associated with the Nabro eruption in 2011, into the stratosphere. While this speciﬁc
attribution has proved somewhat controversial [Fairlie et al., 2014; Fromm et al., 2014], there seems little
doubt that the monsoon is a possible pathway for tropospheric sulfur to enter the lower stratosphere
and, thus, be a potential player in the observed increase in aerosol through the 2000s. Climate model
simulations using the WACCM3 (Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, version 3) by Neely et al.
[2013] compared emissions of minor volcanic eruptions and anthropogenic sources over the period from
2000 to 2010. The results of these simulations agree with the observations presented by Vernier et al.
[2011b] and suggest that the variability in stratospheric aerosol is dominated by minor volcanic eruptions
throughout the 2000s. Contributions of anthropogenic SO2 via the Asian monsoon are minimal in
comparison.
As Figure 8 shows, the tropical stratosphere has not been in a background state since the September 2002
eruption of Ruang [Vernier et al., 2011b]. It is less obvious in themiddle- and high-latitude aerosol records that
volcanic activity is the predominant source of maintaining elevated aerosol levels after 2002. The transport of
aerosol from low-latitude volcanic events (e.g., Manam, Soufriere Hills, and Kelud) is modulated by the strato-
spheric circulation that integrates and ﬂattens out the pulses of aerosols from volcanic eruptions. The trans-
port to higher latitudes can be slowed by the impedance to transport associated with the tropical pipe and
modulated by the phase of the QBO [Trepte and Hitchman, 1992]. As a result, the signal of an eruption in
extratropical measurements may appear gradually rather than as a single step increase [Vernier et al.,
Figure 14. Global sulfur dioxide emissions by region (USA, Europe, Former Soviet Union (FSU), and South Asia). (Figure is
adapted from Smith et al. [2011].)
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2011b]. This broader and more diffuse volcanic signal complicates the effort to infer the signiﬁcance of a
human-derived source on stratospheric aerosol levels [e.g., Hofmann et al., 2009]. While the importance of
human impacts on stratospheric aerosol levels continues to be uncertain, there is some scientiﬁc consensus
that the source of variability in stratospheric aerosol following the 1999–2002 clean period can be attributed
primarily to episodic volcanic eruptions [Vernier et al., 2011b; Neely et al., 2013].
6. Stratospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing and Climate Impact
Stratospheric aerosol plays a role in the radiative balance of the atmosphere by reﬂecting solar shortwave
radiation back to space and by absorbing both longwave radiation emitted by the Earth and near-infrared
solar radiation. The net change in radiative energy reaching the Earth’s surface (radiative forcing) is nega-
tive for typical stratospheric aerosol size distributions. An increase in the stratospheric aerosol load pro-
duces anomalously negative radiative forcing and leads to global surface cooling. For example, after the
Pinatubo eruption, a peak decrease of net radiative forcing of about 4W/m2, which is comparable in mag-
nitude to the radiative forcing of doubling CO2 [Cess et al., 1993], was observed, along with a global mean
surface temperature decrease of about 0.4°C [e.g., Thompson et al., 2009]. Variations in stratospheric
aerosol due to volcanic eruptions are the most prominent factor which shapes natural climate variability
[Hegerl et al., 2007].
Assessing the role of stratospheric aerosol in past climate variability requires knowledge of the history of
aerosol and its radiative forcing. Therefore, climate models require information of stratospheric aerosol opti-
cal properties. Calculating these quantities online is numerically expensive, so that reliable ofﬂine forcing
data sets are often used. These forcing data sets will be reviewed in section 6.1. The radiative volcanic aerosol
forcing is strongly dependent on the eruption parameters (e.g., geographical location, eruption strength,
material released, and timing), and the climate impact of eruptions cannot be properly assessed with pre-
scribed forcing data sets only. This can only be done with coupled aerosol-climate models, which are the only
tools to assess the speciﬁc contributions of natural (including volcanic) and anthropogenic SO2 to the atmo-
sphere’s radiative balance and, therefore, their global and regional climate impact (section 6.2). Hence, the
role of coupled aerosol-climate models becomes more and more important in climate science. These models
will be discussed in section 6.2.2.
6.1. Aerosol Forcing Data Sets
Aerosol forcing data sets are composed of extinction coefﬁcients, single scattering albedos, and asymmetry
factors, all as a function of wavelength, integrated values as AOD, effective radius, or the Ångström exponent.
In addition, chemistry-climate models require surface area densities and particle sizes as input for the hetero-
geneous chemistry modules. Radiative forcing data sets used within climate model simulations are brieﬂy
discussed below, starting with the paleorecords over millennial timescales (section 6.1.1) and then continuing
with data sets for the recent decades (section 6.1.2).
6.1.1. Aerosol Forcing Data Sets From Proxy Records
Volcanic forcing reconstructions over millennial timescales are based primarily on volcanic sulfate
measured in ice cores [Gao et al., 2008a; Crowley and Unterman, 2013]. Under the assumption that sulfate
deposition to Greenland and Antarctica varies linearly with stratospheric aerosol loading, volcanic
sulfate ﬂuxes derived from ice cores are scaled to stratospheric sulfur injections and loading [Gao
et al., 2008a] or directly to AOD [Crowley and Unterman, 2013]. In both cases, scaling from ice core sulfate
to aerosol properties is based on observations of Pinatubo-derived aerosols. Therefore, the ice core-
based data sets show reasonable agreement with observations for recent eruptions. Information regard-
ing sulfur release from past eruptions can also be gained from chemical analysis of tephra [Scaillet et al.,
2003]. However, such analyses are necessarily local in scope and show often large differences from ice
core-based estimates.
Ice cores provide invaluable information on past volcanism, but the forcing estimates derived from ice cores
carry signiﬁcant uncertainties. For example, due to spatial differences in deposition and transport, ice cores
obtained from Antarctica and Greenland produce different estimates of average sulfur ﬂux depending on
which cores are used, and dating uncertainties affect the magnitude and timing of volcanic histories from
ice cores [Sigl et al., 2014]. Probably, the largest uncertainty in ice core-derived forcing concerns the scaling
of surface sulfate deposition to stratospheric aerosol loading and radiative forcing. Modeling studies suggest
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that atmospheric variability has a large impact on the relationship between stratospheric sulfur loading and
deposition onto the ice sheets [Toohey et al., 2013b]. It is also difﬁcult to determine whether sulfate in ice
cores is the result of stratospheric sulfate or tropospheric sulfate, which has a much shorter lifetime and
smaller radiative impact. Analysis of the isotopic properties of ice core sulfate promises to help to determine
the source altitude of sulfate; however, conclusions based on such isotopic analysis are presently debated
[Lanciki et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2012].
6.1.2. Aerosol Forcing Data Sets for the Observational Past
For more than three decades and since the launch of the ﬁrst SAM radiometer, stratospheric aerosol proper-
ties have been measured from space (section 4.3). Before satellite measurements, ground-based measure-
ments of solar and stellar extinction are available dating back to around 1883 and have been used to
produce stratospheric AOD estimates [Sato et al., 1993; Stothers, 2001]. Such data, however, are spatially
sparse, especially in the Southern Hemisphere before 1960, and AOD estimates often incorporate geological
information concerning the magnitude and location of a volcanic eruption.
The ﬁrst global two-dimensional reconstruction of aerosol optical parameters was produced by researchers at
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) [Sato et al., 1993] based on SAGE observations and ground-
based pyrometer measurements, supplemented with volcanological information for early eruptions. The
data set begins in 1850, and updates extend the record to 2012, with recent years constructed from OSIRIS
measurements. Using a combination of SAGE II-derived aerosol extinctions and CLAES-retrieved effective
radii, supported by other observational data from the post-Pinatubo period, Stenchikov et al. [1998] devel-
oped a spectral, space, and time-dependent Pinatubo volcanic aerosol data set, which was later extended
to the historical period (1850 to 1999) [e.g., Schmidt et al., 2013]. The volcanic forcing data set of Ammann
et al. [2003] uses a simple stratospheric transport model to produce self-consistent aerosol spatial patterns
for eruptions of the twentieth century, producing higher spatial resolution for eruptions before the satellite
era compared to other reconstructions.
As part of the SPARC [2006] report, a long-term stratospheric aerosol data set was developed that spanned
the period from 1979 to 2002. In recent years, a new aerosol data record of size distributions has been devel-
oped for use in the SPARC Chemistry-Climate Model Initiative (CCMI). This “SAGE-4λ” data set has been
extended to cover the period from 1960 to 2011: a description of a preliminary version of this data set for
the SAGE II period (1984–2005) is available in Arfeuille et al. [2013].
SAGE-4λ employs the newest versions of satellite retrievals, which is improved considerably compared to
versions used in previous volcanic forcing reconstructions. For the SAGE II time period (1984–2005), the
values for aerosol number density, aerosol distribution width, andmode radius were obtained by ﬁtting a log-
normal size distribution (with three free parameters) to the extinction data at all available wavelengths, fol-
lowing a similar approach as described in Bauman et al. [2003] and [Bingen et al., 2004]. From the size
distribution, the radiative properties required to force climate models were calculated using Mie theory.
The calculated extinction coefﬁcients at infrared wavelengths (3–12μm) show good agreement with
HALOE and ISAMS data. For periods outside the SAGE II period, there is insufﬁcient information to solve for
the lognormal parameters and they are instead inferred from the correlation of the single extinction coefﬁ-
cient value and mode radius and aerosol distribution width with extinction coefﬁcient obtained from the
SAGE II period. For the presatellite period 1960–1978, stratospheric aerosol, including the volcanic eruptions
Agung and Fuego, was simulated with an aerosol model [Weisenstein et al., 1997] scaled to stellar/solar photo-
meter data at 550 nm.
The continuing impediments in the development of a robust measurement-based long-term stratospheric
aerosol climatology include accounting for times and locations for which observations are completely
unavailable, the development of a more effective means of combining data from different sources, and
expanding beyond conventional limitations in composition (sulfate only) and the use of a single-mode
lognormal aerosol size distributions. In situ measurements of stratospheric aerosol often show, even during
low aerosol loading, that bimodal or higher-order distributions are more appropriate. There are limited
options to improve this via a solely internally derived size distribution. The ability to ﬁll in missing data needs
improvement particularly at high latitudes and during the Pinatubo period. The SAGE-4λ data set, as all
similar data sets, is based on the assumption that stratospheric aerosol is solely composed of sulfate. This
may need to be revisited in the future given improved knowledge of the complexity of composition
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particularly in the UTLS (e.g., see section 3). Despite these limitations, the SAGE-4λ data set represents the
state of the art for a long-term stratospheric aerosol data set for chemistry-climate models and is currently
going through further reﬁnement to support the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6
(CMIP6) activity.
6.2. Climate Impact of Stratospheric Aerosol
6.2.1. Climate Modeling With Prescribed Stratospheric Aerosol Forcing
Climate model simulations of the Earth’s past typically include radiative forcing from stratospheric aerosol,
based on direct observations or deduced from proxies (section 6.1.1). For example, CMIP experiments simu-
lating the historical (1850-present) and millennium (1000–2000 Common Era) periods have used reconstruc-
tions of stratospheric aerosol. Since the variability of stratospheric aerosol is dominated by volcanic
eruptions, most analysis of stratospheric aerosol has focused on the volcanic impact. An increasing number
of model studies have been published, which not only accounted for the volcanic impact on temperature and
Figure 15. Composite statistics for volcanic eruptions of 10 ensemble simulations of the past millennium [Jungclaus et al.,
2010]: (a) composite top-of-atmosphere radiative forcing for several volcanoes (see details below), (b) as for Figure 15a
but showing radiative imbalance, (c) as for Figure 15a but showing surface temperature response, and (d) as for Figure 15a
but showing ocean heat uptake, H. All quantities were normalized by the maximum forcing of each volcano before the
mean of all 10 simulations was calculated. Furthermore, the seasonal cycle was removed from all time series. Color
coding indicates the threshold of the minimum forcing for all considered volcanoes. Lightest color considers all volcanoes
with a forcing larger than 0.1W/m2, and then the threshold increases in steps of 0.5W/m2 from 0.5 to 3.0W/m2
(Figure is adapted from Klocke [2011]).
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on atmospheric dynamics and composition but also on the hydrological cycle [e.g., Haywood et al., 2013; Iles
et al., 2013; Zhuo et al., 2014], ocean heat content and dynamics [e.g., Stenchikov et al., 2009; Zanchettin et al.,
2012, 2013], marine and terrestrial biogeochemistry [e.g., Brovkin et al., 2010; Frölicher et al., 2011; Segschneider
et al., 2013], and the cryosphere [e.g., Miller et al., 2012; Berdahl and Robock, 2013; Zanchettin et al., 2014]. A
number of review papers give an overview of the current scientiﬁc understanding of volcanic-climate interac-
tions [e.g., Cole-Dai, 2010; Timmreck, 2012].
Analyzing the relationship between the strength of the volcanic forcing and surface temperatures anomalies
in the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) Earth System Model Millennium ensemble simulations,
Figure 16. Modeled and observed near-global (82.5°N–70°S) monthly mean temperature anomalies of the lower tropo-
sphere (TLT) before and after statistical removal of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and volcano signals. (a) The
original TLT anomalies are departures from the climatological monthly means over January 1979–December 2012.
(b) Removal of the estimated ENSO signal in TLT reduces the noise that partially obscures the temperature response to
the eruptions of El Chichón and Pinatubo. (c) Temperature residuals derived from subtracting the ENSO, El Chichón, and
Pinatubo signals from the original TLT data. Figure from Santer et al. [2014].
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Klocke [2011] found that surface temperature response lags the forcing by 12 to 24months depending on the
strength of the forcing (Figure 15). The temperature relaxes back to the equilibrium temperature slower than
the radiative ﬂux perturbations decay. The adjustment time and the normalized peak cooling are strongly
dependent on the strength of the volcanic eruption, indicating a nonlinear relationship. The ocean dampens
the surface temperature anomaly signiﬁcantly, releasing heat to the atmosphere of the same order of mag-
nitude as that of the radiative forcing (Figure 15).
CMIP5 simulations reveal large uncertainties in the climatic responses to strong volcanic eruptions, such as
El Chichón and Mount Pinatubo, with respect to the radiative forcing during periods of strong volcanic activ-
ity (Figure 16) [Santer et al., 2014], and tend to overestimate the observed posteruption global surface cooling
[Marotzke and Forster, 2015]. Further uncertainties are evident in the Northern Hemispheric winter response
[Driscoll et al., 2012; Charlton-Perez et al., 2013], the precipitation [Iles and Hegerl, 2014], and the ocean
response [Ding et al., 2014]. In addition, there is a mismatch between the simulated postvolcanic climate
change after very large volcanic eruptions of the last millennium and corresponding reconstructed surface
temperature anomalies [Anchukaitis et al., 2012; D’Arrigo et al., 2013; Mann et al., 2013]. In part, the aforemen-
tioned differences can be explained as resulting from differences in the model characteristics and feedback
processes, but partially they also relate to the treatment of volcanic radiative forcing in the global
models [Timmreck, 2012]. In general, global climate models do not calculate the aerosol optical properties
online but rather prescribe them in various ways and with different aerosol forcing data sets (section 6.1).
However, testing the impact of the volcanic aerosols on the dynamical response in Northern Hemispheric
winter to different Pinatubo forcing data sets, Toohey et al. [2014] found the boreal polar vortex response
to be sensitive to the structure of the forcing, which implies a need for an accurate representation of the
space and time structure of the volcanic aerosol forcing for the simulation of regional postvolcanic climate
changes.
6.2.2. Coupled Aerosol-Climate Modeling
Since the SPARC [2006] report has been published, there have been signiﬁcant improvements in the capacity
to model stratospheric aerosol, in particular to simulate aspects of the aerosol properties and to account for
interaction between circulation and aerosol evolution. In 2006, only a few global climate models with strato-
spheric aerosol capability were available to test the quantitative understanding of the processes controlling
the formation and evolution of the stratospheric aerosol layer, and the majority was two-dimensional. Since
that time, the development and advancement of global three-dimensional stratospheric aerosol models have
made signiﬁcant progress due to the rising interest in improving our understanding of (1) the climate impact
of large volcanic eruptions, (2) the effect of proposed climate engineering on chemistry, atmospheric compo-
sition and climate, and (3) the impact of the variability of the stratospheric aerosol layer on stratospheric
chemistry and climate. Currently, at least 15 global three-dimensional stratospheric aerosol-climate models
are active. Those models are summarized in Table A2.
The development of stratospheric aerosol models has been fostered by the recent development of global
tropospheric aerosol models in the framework of the “Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and
Models” (AeroCOM) project, an international science initiative on aerosol and climate [Kinne et al., 2006;
Textor et al., 2006]. Many of the state-of-the-art global three-dimensional chemistry-climate models, with
stratospheric aerosol models, calculate not only aerosol microphysical processes online but also account
for the aerosol-radiation and/or aerosol-chemistry interactions consistent with simulated global variations
in particle size distribution. These models have great potential to reliably simulate the impact of
stratospheric aerosol on atmospheric circulation and composition, as well as on radiative forcing
and climate.
Different methods are used to incorporate stratospheric aerosol into global circulation models. The mass-
only (bulk) approach [Takigawa et al., 2002; Aquila et al., 2012], where the total sulfate mass is a prognostic
variable and a typical stratospheric aerosol size distribution is assumed for the calculation of size dependent
processes such as sedimentation, coagulation, and radiative anomalies, is the simplest way to calculate the
stratospheric aerosol distribution interactively. More sophisticated are size-segregated approaches, two of
which are most widely used. One is the modal approach, where one or more lognormal size distributions
are applied to prescribe the aerosol size distribution [Niemeier et al., 2009; Brühl et al., 2012], and the other
is the sectional or bin model approach [e.g, English et al., 2013], where the particle size distribution is broken
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into size sections (bins). The width and number of the size bins are dependent on the speciﬁc
model conﬁguration.
To test the reliability of different aerosol microphysical modules (sectional and modal), an intercomparison
study was carried out in a box model framework with initial SO2 concentrations ranging from background
to volcanically perturbed conditions [Kokkola et al., 2009]. For very low SO2 concentrations, all microphysics
modules agree in describing the shape of the particle size distribution. However, with increasing initial
SO2 concentrations, the model results start to deviate. Speciﬁcally, for the high volcanic SO2 loading, the
aerosol modules need to be modiﬁed to properly simulate the temporal evolution of the aerosol size
distribution. This agrees with ﬁndings of Weisenstein et al. [2007], who tested the sensitivity of the simulated
aerosol size distribution with respect to the applied aerosol model conﬁguration for three versions of a
modal and a sectional model. Their results show that the representation of the aerosol size distribution
can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the simulated aerosol decay rates in the aftermath of the Mount
Pinatubo eruption.
Aerosol microphysical evolution is very important in controlling the radiative impact of volcanic eruptions.
Stratospheric sulfur injection from volcanic eruptions not only increases the sulfate aerosol loading but also
changes the aerosol size distribution. Larger aerosol sizes, as observed after the eruption of Pinatubo [Deshler,
2008], lead to smaller solar scattering efﬁciency and shorter stratospheric residence times via enhanced
gravitational settling velocities. Pinto et al. [1989] indicated with a one-dimensional model that microphysical
processes can limit the volcanic impact on climate. Incorporating aerosol size estimates into volcanic forcing
time series for climate model simulations leads to climate responses that are not linearly related to the
eruption magnitude [Timmreck et al., 2009]. These results have recently been supported by global aerosol
model studies [Timmreck et al., 2010; English et al., 2012]. Incorporating aerosol microphysical processes
and the corresponding radiative forcing into an Earth System Model leads, for an extremely large volcanic
eruption, to a 3 times weaker temperature response compared to assuming a ﬁxed Pinatubo-like aerosol size
distribution [Timmreck et al., 2010]. Inaccuracies in the representation of aerosol size distributions in climate
model simulations could also be one of the possible explanations for the mismatch between simulated
and reconstructed temperature anomalies following large historical eruptions [Anchukaitis et al., 2012].
Furthermore, these inaccuracies could explain, in part, the intermodel differences in the simulated climate
forcing estimates [Mann et al., 2015].
Microphysical processes appear to be crucial in determining volcanic impacts on climate and therefore
model validations with observational data (in situ, satellite, and paleorecords), and model data intercompar-
ison studies are necessary to better determine the volcanic aerosol radiative forcing [Timmreck, 2012]. As
a result, a global model intercomparison project on stratospheric sulfur has recently been established. The
interactive model intercomparison (ISA-MIP) (http://www.sparc-ssirc.org/) encompasses detailed model
Figure 17. Model-measurement comparison of SAGE II AOD ratios (black line), WOPC in situ measurements (black dashed line), and SOCOL-AER simulations (colors).
The blue line represents results from the reference run with standard setup of SOCOL-AER. The experiment COAG1,2,2 doubles the coagulation efﬁciency in transition
and free molecular regimes as a simpliﬁcation of attractive van der Waals forces (green line), and COAGLJ represents the coagulation efﬁciency as a smooth function
of the Knudsen number (red line). The experiment REF_UPWIND employs an upwind method as the sedimentation scheme (dashed blue line). (left) SAGE II and
SOCOL-AER modeled global AOD (>18 km) ratios 525 nm/1020 nm. (middle and right) Optical particle counter (OPC) measurements and SOCOL-AER modeled
cumulative number distribution for two size channels r> 0.15 and r> 0.5 μm in July 1991 and July 1992. (Figure is adapted from Sheng [2014]).
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and data intercomparison studies for background and volcanically disturbed conditions. For example,
results from a detailed SOCOL-AER model study of the Mount Pinatubo eruption with different microphysical
parameterizations in comparison to satellite and in situ observations are shown in Figure 17 [Sheng, 2014].
While the use of a sophisticated particle coagulation scheme seems to be of minor importance in the
SOCOL-AER model, an accurate sedimentation scheme is essential to prevent particles from sedimenting
out of the atmosphere too quickly. Numerical diffusive methods for the sedimentation parameterization
can lead to undesirable transport of aerosol to the middle and upper stratosphere [Benduhn and Lawrence,
2013].
7. Conclusions
Substantial progress has been made in understanding the sources, processes, and radiative properties of
the stratospheric aerosol layer, since the Assessment of Stratospheric Aerosol Properties [SPARC, 2006] was
completed in 2006. Some of the main advancements are the following:
• The current estimate of the total net sulfur mass ﬂux from the troposphere into the stratosphere is about 1.5
times larger than the estimate reported in SPARC [2006]. Recent model simulations by Sheng et al. [2015]
revealed that the total net sulfur ﬂux from the troposphere into the stratosphere, excluding primary aero-
sol, is 103Gg S/yr, and including primary aerosol the ﬂux comes to 181Gg S/yr. Those numbers are signiﬁ-
cantly larger than 64Gg S/yr (excluding primary aerosol) and about 130Gg S/yr (including primary aerosol)
reported in SPARC [2006].
• OCS makes the largest contribution to the aerosol layer, apart from any contribution by volcanoes, as sug-
gested by recent chemistry-climate simulations. Transport of tropospheric SO2 to the stratosphere is the sec-
ond most important contributor to stratospheric aerosol, particularly in the lowermost stratosphere. This is
well modeled by chemistry-climate models, and substantial progress has been made toward quantifying
the response of relevant biogeochemical processes that produce these gases in a changing climate. The
magnitude to which anthropogenic emissions of SO2 contribute to the stratospheric aerosol loading as
well as the preferred input pathway, particularly the degree to which it is reliant on “fast” upward transport,
remains uncertain and is subject to debate. SO2 input from Asia during the monsoon season has been sug-
gested to be of a particular signiﬁcance because high emissions are coupled to fast upward transport.
However, more in situ measurements of SO2 and detailed transport studies are required and necessary
to investigate the preferred input pathway, and to quantify the contribution of SO2 to the stratospheric
aerosol concentrations.
• There is scientiﬁc consensus that minor volcanic eruptions can, on limited timescales, have a nonnegligible
impact on stratospheric aerosol, depending on their location and injection height. Recent observations have
demonstrated that injections of SO2 into the lower stratosphere, even with relatively high-latitude origin,
can be transported into the tropical stratosphere, from where it is spread by the Brewer-Dobson
Circulation. Further research is required to determine the role of SO2 injections into the upper troposphere
on stratospheric aerosol levels. These events are much harder to characterize remotely than purely strato-
spheric events like the Kelud eruption which are well separated from clouds and other tropospheric phe-
nomena. As a result, contributions from minor eruptions to the stratospheric sulfur budget are difﬁcult to
account for in chemistry-climate models.
• The large discrepancies in aerosol properties inferred from in situ and space-based measurements during
volcanically quiescent conditions have been substantially reduced. Shortcomings in the analysis of both
data sets have been identiﬁed and corrected [Thomason et al., 2008; Kovilakam and Deshler, 2015],
resulting in a substantial improvement in their agreement at all aerosol levels. This is an important
development as these data sets form the core set of inputs to climate models that simulate past
and future climate.
• There has been a signiﬁcant change in both the instruments and techniques for measuring aerosol from space
since satellite-based measurements ﬁrst started, as solar occultation has been replaced with limb and backscat-
ter measurements since the early 2000s. These changes induce signiﬁcant challenges to constructing a con-
sistent long-term stratospheric aerosol climatology. While there has been substantial progress made
toward this goal, quantifying changes to stratospheric aerosol levels below ±20% is currently not feasible.
• In the last decade, both the quantity and sophistication of chemistry-climate models have substantially
increased. These models, which are now three-dimensional, have a substantially improved representation
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of the transport, sources, and sinks of stratospheric aerosol compared to the climate models that were
available for the SPARC [2006] report. Furthermore, many models are now coupled to radiation and/or stra-
tospheric chemistry modules to account for relevant feedback processes. While earlier studies focused on
the impact of stratospheric aerosol changes on surface temperature, atmospheric composition, and dyna-
mical processes, climate models are now able to account for impacts on the hydrological cycle, ocean heat
content, and circulation, as well as changes in the biosphere, the carbon cycle, and the cryosphere. State-
of-the-art climate models will be able to simulate the impact of future volcanic eruptions on climate, pos-
sibly down to a regional scale.
Despite the progress and advancements achieved over the recent years, important challenges and ques-
tions remain:
• There is signiﬁcant uncertainty in the role of human-derived SO2 in changes to stratospheric aerosol levels. Part of
the difﬁculty to discern human and natural contributions is the impact of regular minor volcanic injections of
SO2 and ash into the lower stratosphere. It is also complicated by the relative dearth of reliablemeasurements
of SO2 in the tropical UTLS, particularly at the low concentrations required (<10ppt). Improved observational
capabilities are required to quantify the role of human activity on stratospheric aerosol levels.
• While there is a developing understanding of the role that nonsulfate compounds play in stratospheric aerosol
morphology, there is currently limited ability to account for their effects in chemistry-climate models. About
50% of all aerosols contain nonsulfate cores of diverse origin, and above approximately 35 km, where the sul-
fate component evaporates, essentially all aerosols are either the nonrefractory remnant or meteoritic dust
subsiding from higher altitudes. The role of nonsulfate aerosol, particularly in the lower stratosphere, is most
likely small but not negligible. These nonsulfate contributions to the stratospheric aerosol are not accounted
for in most chemistry-climate models to date, but they could play an important role in heterogeneous che-
mical reactions and for the nucleation/condensation of saturated gaseous compounds.
• The outlook of space-based measurements of stratospheric aerosol beyond 2020 is uncertain. The short-
term prospects for global space-based aerosol measurements are excellent with observations from
OSIRIS and CALIPSO expected to last several more years and the potential for an Ozone Mapping
Proﬁler Suite stratospheric aerosol product [Gorkavyi et al., 2013]. Furthermore, a new SAGE mission is
expected to begin in 2016. However, the future of space-based measurements beyond 2020 is
uncertain. It is critical to maintain a continuous observational record to detect unpredictable (i.e., large
volcanic events) or unexpected (i.e., changes in stratospheric aerosol levels caused by nonvolcanic pro-
cesses) developments. Observations remain a critical element to testing the reliability of climate model
results.
• It is not clear that current models have the full capability to simulate either the impact of smaller events, similar to
those of the past decade, or mega-events such as the Toba eruption of about 73,5000 years ago, or a cataclysmic
eruption of the Yellowstone super volcano. While the simulation of the impact of smaller eruptions is highly desir-
able, the latter, while of academic interest, could have outcomes so severe, that forecasts could be irrelevant.
• The stratospheric aerosol layer is still prescribed in many climate models, and as a result, future climate model
simulations cannot account for interactions between the sulfur cycle and changes in climate. Therefore, one of
the goals of the climate model community is to include the sulfur/aerosol system as an interactive module
in global climate models to assess its role in climate variability. A number of international activities which
focus on the uncertainties in aerosol microphysical modeling such as ISA-MIP (http://www.sparc-ssirc.org/),
on the climate response of volcanic forcing such as VolMIP (http://volmip.org/), and on geoengineered
stratospheric aerosol such as GeoMIP (http://climate.envsci.rutgers.edu/GeoMIP/links.html), as well as on
the link between volcanic forcing, climate, and society such as the Volcanic Impacts on Climate and
Society initiative (http://www.pages-igbp.org/ini/wg/vics/intro) are currently underway. These activities pro-
mise to improve climate models, and the prospects for additional progress are highly favorable.
Table A1 provides a summary of stratospheric aerosol measurements obtained from different measurement
platforms. Table A2 gives an overview about the current active stratospheric aerosol-climate models, and
Table A3 summarizes all acronyms that were used within this review.
Appendix A
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Table A3. Acronyms as Used in This Paper (Ordered Alphabetically)
Acronym Deﬁnition
ACE-FTS Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment-Fourier Transform Spectrometer
AER model Atmospheric and Environmental Research model
AeroCOM Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models
ATAL Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer
ATLAS Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science
ATMOS Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy Experiment
AOD Aerosol Optical Depth
BB Biomass burning
BC Black carbon
BDC Brewer-Dobson Circulation
CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol with Orthogonal Polarization Lidar
CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathﬁnder Satellite Observation
CMIP5/6 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5/6
CARIBIC Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container
CCMI SPARC Chemistry Climate Model Initiative
CLAES Cryogenic Limb Emission Spectrometer
CN Condensation Nuclei
DCPP Decadal Climate Prediction Panel
FCAS Focused Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer
FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometers
GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies
GOME-2 Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2
GOMOS Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars
HALOE Halogen Occultation Experiment
IASI Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer
ISAMS Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder
LCP Lagrangian Cold Point
MIPAS Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding
MPI-M Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
MSP Meteoric Smoke Particles
NATAL North American Tropopause Aerosol Layer
NDACC Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
NMASS Nucleation-Mode Aerosol Size Spectrometer
OC Organic carbon
OMI Ozone Monitoring Instrument
OPC Optical Particle Counter
OSIRIS Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System
POAM Polar Ozone and Aerosol Measurement
ppt Parts per trillion, 1012
PSC Polar Stratospheric Cloud
PyroCb Pyrocumulonimbus
QBO Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
SAM Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement
SAD Surface Area Density
SAGE II Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
SSiRC Stratospheric Sulfur and its Role in Climate
ISA-MIP Interactive mode intercomparison project
SPARC Stratosphere-troposphere Processes and their Role in Climate
TES Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer
TOMS Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
TOVS TIROS (Television InfraredObservation Satellite) Observational Vertical Sounder
TTL Tropical Tropopause Layer
UARS-MLS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite-Microwave Limb Sounder
UTLS Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere
UV ultraviolet
VEI Volcanic Explosivity Index
VolMIP Model Intercomparison Project on the climate response to Volcanic forcing
WCB Warm Conveyor Belts
WOPC Wyoming’s balloon-borne optical particle counters
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